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Summary
Understanding the rules that govern movement and its implications to life is the
focus of movement ecology. Over the past two decades, the advances in tracking
technologies have enabled an unprecedentedly accurate and detailed view of animal
behaviour. However, the massive number of unobserved individuals still does
not allow conclusive inference. Null models are therefore needed to assist the
ecological knowledge generation regarding animal movement, its motivation, and
the relationship to the context it takes place in.

The overarching aim of this thesis is to develop algorithms for generating ecologically
realistic trajectories that enable hypothesis testing in the movement ecology domain,
even in cases when sample data is scarce — which is still frequently the case,
given technical constraints such as limited battery life of tracking sensors. The
methodology of the thesis is based on the paradigm of movement ecology put forth
by Nathan et al. (2008).

I investigate and propose ways to generate individual, context-aware trajectories that
connect known endpoints and geometrically similar to observed trajectories. The
research work is organised into four research objectives, addressing (1) the conceptual simulation framework design, (2) the generation of a possible trajectory, (3) the
generation of the probable trajectory, and (4) ultimately the context incorporation.
The main chapters of the thesis cover these four research objectives.

Regarding Research Objective 1, a conceptual framework of movement simulation
is proposed that defines the necessary functionality of a movement simulation
facility. The framework also maps the relationship of the essential components of
the ecological paradigm by Nathan et al. to the movement model and contributed
to articulating the trajectory generation strategy. Based on a set of requirements
defined together with behavioural biologists, the random walk model was selected
as a base movement model. The empirical movement parameters extracted from
observed movement (tracking data) as the means for conditioning and evaluating
the generated trajectories.

Research Objective 2 involves creating a trajectory that connects two locations
separated by a significant geographic distance, while honouring the available time
for the move and the speed limits of the mover. This task led to the proposal
of an algorithm called the Random Trajectory Generator (RTG). The algorithm
inputs the coordinates of the two endpoints, a constant speed value, and the time
maximum time available to effectuate the movement. The algorithm handles both
planar and spherical coordinates systems (such as the sphere representing the Earth)
and generates possible trajectories connecting the two endpoints. The generated
trajectories consist of points constrained by the ‘potential path area’, the area that
can maximally be reached at the given speed and with the given time budget.
Research Objective 3 was met with the proposal of the Empirical Random Trajectory Generator (eRTG). This algorithm requires one or several observed reference
trajectories as input data, used for extracting movement behaviour in the form of
movement parameters. The trajectory generation process incorporates the movement parameters into a combination of forward-looking and destination-based (i.e.,
backward-looking) vector fields. This approach ensures that the mover will reach
the predefined destination while expressing movement behaviour statically similar
to the input data.
To meet Research Objective 4, context awareness was added to the basic eRTG
algorithm. Static spatial context was incorporated in two ways: a binary layer and a
ratio-scaled layer of values in the interval [0..1]. With the binary layer, areas can be
represented that should be avoided, in the same manner migrating birds avoid large
water bodies. With the ratio-scaled layer, the mover’s preference is captured as a
probability surface with a higher probability on areas more likely for the mover to
move on, e.g. migrating birds flying over areas with increased vegetation cover.
Applications of the eRTG in migration and space utilisation studies are addressed,
along with a discussion of the implications for landscape connectivity and survival
strategy research.
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Introduction

„

If we knew what it was we were doing, it would
not be called research, would it?
— Albert Einstein
(theoretical physicist)

1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Importance of movement
Seven processes separate living from non-living entities: movement, respiration, sensitivity, growth, excretion, reproduction, and nutrition [1]. Out of these, movement
is the only one that depends on all the others: for example, an animal needs energy
from food in order to move, it adapts its movement based on the availability of
energy resources, adult individuals have more movement capacity than infants, and
during mating season, some species travel great distances to increase the chances
for mating encounters. Consequently, by analysing the movement of an individual,
we can better understand its physical state, its perception of the environment, and
ultimately its life. One could think of movement as a biological signature of an
organism, with each movement expresses a set of behaviours that a research can
use as a piece in the eco-puzzle of (social) interactions, habitat use, ecological traps,
niches, and beyond.
In ecology, the focus on individual behaviour analysis allows for aggregations of
and insight into species’ survival strategy [2–4]. This information is crucial for
conservation biology, as it can provide an early warning of a declining survival rate.
Questions such as “How do animals cope with their environment?” [5] and “Which
individual behaviours and adaptations help certain species maximise their chances of
survival?” [6–8] can lead to many spatial repercussions, including habitat selection
methods, dispersal strategies, and migration patterns. All are, however, linked to the
initial question: “Why does an animal move?”

1

1.1.2 Movement in Geographic Information Science and
Ecology
Geographic Information Science (GIScience) can extend its analytical capacities
from static to dynamic phenomena by understanding the underlying mechanisms
of movement.. The theoretical concepts established in the 80s of the temporal
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are now being further developed based on
the manifold spatio-temporal data and methods available. This development enables
the researcher to analyse large volumes of spatio-temporal (movement) data, identify
correlation patterns and ultimately derive real insight into the mover’s behaviour.
The deductive knowledge we gain on the mover’s behaviour brings GIS a step closer
to realising its full potential, as Peuquet described in her seminal article: the “greater
promise of spatio-temporal GIS resides ultimately in their capacity to examine causal
relationships and their effects in any of four modes of inquiry: exploration, explanation,
prediction, and planning” [9]. This capacity allows us to improve our methodological
frameworks further.

The integration of movement in ecology and GIS

Over the last three decades, movement research has gained significant interest in
both ecology and GIScience. Nevertheless, Gurarie identified a lack of attention
on movement in his review [10] of “Foundations of Ecology: Classic Papers with
Commentaries” [11], where only one out of the included fifty articles refers explicitly
to movement. In a similar manner within the GIScience domain, despite community
consensus on the importance of spatio-temporal system development early on in GIS,
the actual research focused for more than half of its lifespan on static data analysis,
as captured in Figure 1.1. Jonathan Raper encapsulated the need to promote spatiotemporal research in his keynote speech at the 2nd International Conference on
GIScience 2002 in Boulder, CO: “It’s time to abandon the ‘fetish of the static’ ” as
quoted in Laube [12, p. 6].
Understanding why GIScience and Ecology almost synchronously adopted movement
as an critical element to explore might prove difficult, though three trends appearing
over the same time in both disciplines suggest some of the reasons for the increased
interest in movement:

1. technological advances in (animal) movement tracking
2. a shift in focus from static to dynamic analysis
3. increasing interest in the individual movement

2
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Figure 1.1: Milestones in the development of Temporal GIS, as presented in
Siabato et al. [13].

These trends form the starting point of this thesis.

Technological advances in (animal) movement tracking

Technological innovation offers better, faster and more rigorous data collection, often
leading to rapid conceptual advances [14]. In order to keep up with the shifts in the
theoretical ecological frameworks, one should follow up on the current technological
trends.
The past three decades have seen the advent of affordable and ubiquitous technologies that enable tracking moving objects of various kinds at increasing levels of
resolution and accuracy (Figure 1.2). Moving from Very-High-Frequency (VHF) to
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) such as GPS, tracking has become far
more accurate, precise, frequent and light-weight, giving researchers the chance to
monitor more refined animal behaviour and allowing them to record processes that
had not been recorded before [15–18].
The main limitations of using such technology are a function of available funds
and biometrics. From the financial perspective, monitoring large numbers of individuals still requires a sizeable investment into tracking equipment even though
now, more than ever, off-the-shelf products claim improved quality for a lower price.
Admittedly, while cheaper devices are becoming increasingly present, quality control
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during manufacturing is still an issue, especially in inter-study comparison research.
Delivering a standard out-of-the-box accuracy and precision in measurement is hard
even among devices using the same technology (e.g. GPS). Factors such as the
antenna position, the internal clock accuracy, the environment of study, etc., affect
the performance of the devices [19], often forcing the researcher to opt for the more
expensive equipment when aiming at a stable accuracy and precision.

From the biometric perspective, the researcher needs to balance the data triad,
consisting of the weight of the recording device, the volume of the data to be acquired,
and the analysis needed to perform on this data. The connection between these three
elements is relatively intuitive: more weight means larger battery capacity, which
allows for more data recordings, eventually leading to increased data processing
demands. This relationship raises the following considerations. In real life, the
weight of the device is limited by the animal’s carrying capacity, given that the
carried equipment’s weight should be less than 3-5% of the animal’s total body mass
not to interfere with its natural behaviour [20–23]. This percentage threshold, in
many cases, imposes few tens of grams limit on the weight of the tracking device,
forcing the researcher to choose between battery life or frequency of data. When the
weight of the tracking device is not an issue and data acquisition has virtually no
energy or capacity limitations, the fieldwork naturally results in accumulating large
volumes of data. The collected data needs curation throughout their life-cycle, from
creation and initial storage to archiving and deletion. Looking at high definition
recordings (such as accelerometer, audio or video recordings), the data of a single
individual can add up to hundreds of gigabytes in size – the transferring and preprocessing of which often surpasses the memory and processing limits of a single
lab computer and requires various parallel processing methods commonly deployed
on cluster or cloud solutions. Setting up such data pipelines, and their curation is
getting easier by the day, but it adds an extra level of consideration when tracking
animals.

Additional considerations for using the collected data include carefully addressing
the accuracy, precision and consistency metrics of the derived data [24, 25] and their
relevance and utility for the intended study. As Cagnacci et al. [14] pointed out, any
GPS location is precisely just that: the mere location of where an individual has been
at a specific time, neither its activity nor its use of resources.Any inference should
be conducted with caution when no further information accompanies the position
record, e.g. contextual data or health status. Nevertheless, overall, technology
undoubtedly increased researchers’ monitoring capacity, impacting the underlying
theoretical framework in animal ecology [18].
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Figure 1.2: Timeline of tracking technologies in Ecology and Environmental Science. [18]

The shift of focus from static to dynamic analysis

Technology advances improved data collection methods, created necessary data-types
and altered the information available to researchers, forcing them to revisit their data
analysis practices. For many years the lack of appropriate software and hardware
impeded to adding the temporal dimension to spatial analysis [26], but new practices
enable researchers to account for their data’s temporal dimension correctly. New
technology allows for both the collection and, more importantly, processing several
orders of magnitude more data than before, though this technological advance
has not directly translated into scientific insight. Despite improved computational
capabilities, it has become apparent that data computation is not the only challenge
a researcher should overcome when dealing with the temporal dimension. The
low-level structural problems of time [27] make its incorporation into the GIS data
models a strenuous task [28].
Spatial queries executed in continuous sequence have added a pseudo-dynamic
element to GIS models, enabling them to deal (at least on an elementary level)
with state-changing snapshots of a system. A relatively simplified example of such
a system is to monitor the vegetation over a given area region. Given consecutive
"world-state" snapshots of the region, one can track the evolution of the vegetation’s
quality [9].
Being able to acquire such temporally sequential snapshots of a dynamic system
introduces a first pseudo step towards a more dynamic analysis of spatio-temporal
data. Moving from this to an actual dynamic model construct with fully enabled
spatio-temporal database management and visual analytics of spatio-temporal data
requires more integrated temporal data models and methods [29]. In order to move
towards this direction, the GIScience research community sought inspiration in other
domains such as physics, mathematics, and computer science. Computational fluid
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dynamics [30, 31], cellular automata [32–34] and agent-based modelling [35, 36]
are only a few examples of the methodological approaches adopted by GIScience.
Slowly but steadily, the refinement and tailoring of the snapshot models have aligned
with the concepts of state-space modelling systems, the space-time cube [37], and
time geography [38], all falling under the umbrella term Dynamic GIS [28]. Each
approach carries its advantages and shortcomings, but all together describe the
energetic field of Dynamic GIS in the past three decades, a field that has helped
movement analysis and modelling gain significant popularity.

The increasing interest of the individual movement

The importance of accounting for individual behaviour instead of aggregate dynamics
has been gaining significant momentum in the ecological community over the past
two decades [39–47]. Contrary to the traditional approach that represented an
individual’s behaviour as noise in the populations’ evolutionary signal, and thus
considers it unimportant, a strong trend in the community stresses the value of
analysing individual-level decisions as an essential element for exploring population
dynamics since “ crucial ecological quantities (...) depend critically on these individuallevel decisions” [43].
Moving a step further, analysing the inter-individual movement variation provides
insights into how “the [species’] dispersal correlates with the establishment and colonisation of new areas” [41], an element crucial to the evolution and survival of a wild
population.
Finally, understanding the influence of the individual on group decisions gives us
insights into the social structure and dynamics of the group [15], eventually helping
us answer not only how collective movement occurs but also why it is initiated in
the first place [48].

1.1.3 Thesis rationale
Focusing on the movement of individuals and enriching their trajectories with
ecological information can help us understand how the mover reacts to specific
contextual changes. Monitoring this reaction allows us to test hypotheses regarding
the decision-making mechanism behind the movement and ultimately aim to why
the individual moved first place. When a mover is an animate object, gaining
even a small amount of knowledge on this motivation provides us with a better
understanding of a fundamental element of life itself.
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In recent years, the movement ecology community has significantly improved its
attempts and capacities to track the movement of individuals (1.1.2, though not
all limitations have been surpassed. Field measurements often come in lower than
intended quality, with missing records (i.e., data gaps) and irregularities ( [49,50].

The research community has developed modelling techniques that allow to improve
the quality of the recorded tracking data and therefore gain more information from
the raw data, such as statistical filtering to obtain more robust, noise-free positions,
or interpolation techniques to fill in data gaps or densify coarse data by additional
position estimates. Some of these techniques employ complex statistical or machine
learning models that have the advantage of leading to improved data, but often at
the cost of reducing the interpretability of the results, particularly when black-box
models are used [51–54]. In order to maximise reproducibility, more straightforward
and explainable models are required. This requirement is particularly true when
the task is to close gaps in fragmentary, incomplete, or coarsely sampled tracking
data, because this specific task is completely model-based, and hence it is imperative
that the model employed is transparent and understandable to the user. Using
transparent and explainable models will allow the researcher to test hypotheses
while controlling the ecologic validity of the model’s parameters.

The overall objective of this thesis is to contribute to this problem area by proposing methods to densify coarsely sampled movement tracking data or fill in gaps
in incomplete, fragmentary movement data. This endeavour will be addressed by
combining the perspectives of three research domains – GIScience, Ecology, and
Computer Science (Figure 1.3) – with the knowledge construction taking place
mainly at their intersection: the domain of movement ecology [55]. GIScience provides spatio-temporal methods to formalise ecological knowledge, while computer
science provides the tools and algorithms needed to address ecological research
questions. More specifically, the role of GIScience is to translate the research questions into research objectives and then approach them with tailored, representative
and explainable methodologies. Standardising the “tailoring process” allows us to
combine nomothetic (law-driven) and idiographic (data-driven) views in a unified
approach. The nomothetic part expresses rules that govern the population assuming
homogeneity in behaviour among the individuals. For the use cases in which this
assumption is violated and where capturing the heterogeneity of the population is
important, the idiographic approach has the advantage of serving the user better as
it models behaviour on an individual-specific basis. On the other hand, working on
an individual level is more prone to over-fitting the system’s behaviour to the few
individuals used as input data. Having the ability to interplay between the two views
adds significant flexibility to the model development process, allowing to tap into
the assets that best fit each case study, e.g. having a homogeneous global structure
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Figure 1.3: The intersection of sciences behind
movement ecology.

of behaviour based upon the behaviour of individuals allows to build models that
extend the expression capabilities for particular subsets of the population.
Random Walk (RW) was selected as the main underlying framework for movement
due to allowing the user to work individual movement in a mathematically extensible
and straightforward manner. It can systematically distinguish, control and test
underlying movement mechanisms as well as the effect of context on movement
from observed data, and last but not least, the RW can introduce the necessary interand intra-variability of movement, bridging the gap between the individual data
observed and the insights that can be drawn at the population level.

1.1.4 Main research question and research problem
As laid out in the preceding section, this thesis explores how to utilise conceptual and
methodological knowledge in movement modelling in a framework that attempts to
help researchers answer movement preference questions by testing hypotheses on
imperfect, incomplete datasets. This motivation can be cast into the overarching
research question:
How can we best model movement and context in a simulation framework to better
assist in ecological knowledge production?
Specifically, this thesis examines the following research problem: Connect two
known endpoints separated by a rather large distance with an ecologically realistic
trajectory in a simulation framework that will assist the movement ecologist in testing
assumptions and derive explainable results. In this context, a realistic trajectory is any
trajectory geometrically similar to an observed trajectory (see glossary section).
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Following the review of state of the art in areas relevant to this research question
in Chapter 2, the research gaps will be summarised in Section 2.4 and the specific
research objectives addressed by this work will be presented in Section 2.5.

1.2 Thesis structure
The following chapter discusses the related work, providing anchor points for this
research in the wider scientific community. Chapters 3 to 6 contain the core scientific
contribution of the thesis by introducing the conceptual simulation framework (Chapter 3) and proposing algorithmic simulation approaches of increasing complexity
and ecologic realism (Chapters 4 to 6). Chapter 7 discusses the contributions and
shortcomings of the methodology developed. Finally, Chapter 8 ends the thesis with
the main conclusions and an outlook on potential future work.

1.2 Thesis structure
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„

To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism; to
steal from many is research.
— Steven Wright
(stand-up comedian, writer)

Moving on from the overarching research question and main research problem laid
out in Section 1.1.4, this chapter aims to review the state of the art in relevant
research areas to identify important research gaps and spell out the detailed research
questions of this thesis.
First, Section 2.1 presents the history of movement modelling in a nutshell, from
Galileo to Random Walk (RW) theory. Next, Section 2.2 is dedicated to the mathematical models commonly used in GIScience and ecology to represent physical
movement in ecological studies. Section 2.3 then reviews a conceptual framework
of movement in ecology that allows linking the mathematical movement models to
the components creating the movement path of a mover. Section 2.4 summarises
the research gaps motivating this work. Finally, Section 2.5 revisits this work’s overarching research question and formulates the detailed research objectives addressed
in the remainder of this thesis.
Note that abbreviations used in this thesis are explained in the Abbreviations section.

2.1 From Galileo to random walks
“A large vessel of water [was] placed in an elevated position; to the bottom
of this vessel was soldered a pipe of small diameter giving a thin jet of water,
which we collected in a small glass during the time of each descent ... the
water thus collected was weighed, after each descent, on a very accurate
balance. ... This was done with such accuracy that although the operation
was repeated many many times, there was no appreciable discrepancy in
the results.” (Galilei 1638, translation by Cupitt 1988)
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Galileo’s clock used in the measurement of phenomena, described above, was a
milestone for separating two sciences: the science of the material and the science of
motion. This specific publication inspired Descartes to form his theory on momentum
and motion during his time at Leiden University [56].
Van Schooten, who also worked in Leiden at the time, introduced Descartes’ work to
his student Christian Huygens, who then solved the so-called tautochrone problem
(“finding the curve down which a bead placed anywhere will fall to the bottom in the
same amount of time” [57]) by geometrically proving his Horologium oscillatorium,
concluding that the requested curve was a cycloid [58].
The sequence of these events created momentum and increased the popularity of
the tautochrone problem in the scientific society, finally bringing together two bright
young scientists who would create the reference for movement modelling: Lagrange
and Euler. Inspired by this work, the two collaborated for almost 20 years to define
the equation that describes Huygens’ curve, not for just one starting point but for
every point on a plane: a primary form of what we today would call a flow field.
During this period, each kept a strong stance on the perception of movement in
space, concluding in two of the most influential movement modelling approaches to
date: aptly termed the Lagrangian and the Eulerian approach, respectively.
The Lagrangian approach describes the movement from the mover’s point of view:
the researcher follows the mover and can readily obtain information regarding its
location and velocity. The Eulerian approach externally monitors movement in its
context with fixed locations of observations, acting as ‘gates’ that the mover crosses.
Since the tracking is not continuous, it offers snapshots of information about the
movement. To better understand the difference between these two approaches, the
following example might be helpful: on a directional, 1D space, an object moves
from 0 to 100 in 10 seconds (Figure 2.1). Our observation stations are at points 2
and 98. The Eulerian method measures the speed at s = 2 and 98 and returns the
average speed, assuming a uniform distribution of speed in-between the points. In
contrast, the Lagrangian approach gives information on the movement every second,
revealing the underlying distribution of speed and acceleration.
These two different approaches created the basis of two movement ecology traditions [59]. The supporters of the Lagrangian approach moved towards expressing
movement as incremental steps and turns with no prior knowledge regarding the
context of a movement or the animal’s preference. The supporters of the Eulerian
perspective, on the other hand, describe movement from fixed external points – a
purely contextual perspective [60]. In both cases, movement is often expressed with
diffusion equations [43, 49]. If the x and y coordinates are independent, then we
have an underlying Markovian diffusion, or if described by a single trajectory: the
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Figure 2.1: Visual representation of the movement as seen through Eulerian and
Lagrangian approaches.

Random Walk [61, 62]. The potential of combining the two approaches has been
explored mainly as a way to monitor emerging population patterns in the continuum
(Eulerian approach) while focusing on controlling the discrete movement of the
individual (Lagrangian approach) [63, 64]. The synergy potential can be further
explored in cases, for example, of large scale spatial analysis of bird movement,
where millions of location data-pairs of individuals (ring data), collected over many
years [65] require methods to connect the one location of a particular pair with the
other. The synergy between Euler’s (ring/encounter data) and Lagrange’s (individual
trajectory) approach can leverage the significant historical data and population
statistics of the former, with realistic ecological trajectories of the latter, as visually
represented in Figure 2.1, offering plausible hypotheses for what may have happened
between the two observations.

2.2 Models of movement in GIScience and
Ecology
2.2.1 Random walk
RW was introduced in Mathematical Biophysics in the early 1950s when Patlak
thoroughly investigated the relationship between various forms of correlation and
diffusion approximations and ways to explicitly derive the expected displacement
and orientation of the individual [66]. In this case, movement is discretised spatially
and temporally, with each relocation described as step (s) and turning angle (θ)
in the unit of time. Patlak himself, having limited data samples, focused on the
theoretical background of the study. He concluded that such a model
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“will provide a systematic method for experimental investigation of the problem of
the orientation of organisms ... [and] that by use of the knowledge of the various
parameters not only may the behaviour of the organism in its natural environment
be predicted but also the search for the underlying physiological mechanisms for this
behaviour may be facilitated.” [67].
This conclusion foresaw that his method could be used to investigate an individual’s
change of behaviour given a change in its environment. A few years later, Kareiva
and Shigesada [68] backed up Patlak’s assumptions with one of the most influential publications in the quantitative study of animal movement that included the
definition of the Correlated Random Walk (CRW), a walk that involves a correlation between successive step orientations, termed: ‘persistence’ and its assessment
on cabbage white butterflies (Pieris rapae) flying on a field. The result confirmed
the rather intuitive hypothesis that the butterfly’s relocations do not violate CRW
assumptions unless a nectar source falls within its perception range:
“It may be especially fruitful to investigate the foraging or searching movements of
animals as CRWs whose parameters (moving angle or length) depend on local ecological
conditions. Thus, for example, an organism might always move randomly, but with
sharper angles in the presence of food resources.” [68]
A significant extension of the RW that has been used for incorporating memory in
the movement is the Reinforced Random Walk (RRW) model [69, 70], in which the
previously visited locations affect the decision for movement in every step. Adding a
sequential dependency in each step-pair of the walk is the core attribute of the CRW,
making this type of walk widely used in various ecological applications [61,68,71].
In order to ensure that the moving object moves towards a specific direction, one
can add a (local) bias on the selection of the next step, leading to a Biased Random
Walk (BRW) (also known as Drifted Random Walk (DRW)).
Ahearn et al. [72] in the context-sensitive correlated random walk (CsCRW) interpret
the local bias as a probability surface that incorporates the standard CRW process.
The probability surface represents a contextual factor (in this case: slope preference)
that affects the next step creation process (movement of two tigers). In the specific
example a single factor was used but any number of contextual factors can be
combined through a joint probability function.
If we combine bias with an average destination point or area, then the bias can be
described as a mean-reverting Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process [73,74], which formalises
the tendency of the Brownian process to move towards a set long-term (global)
mean under the influence of friction [75]. Last but not least, combining the bias
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with the correlation creates a Biased Correlated Random Walk (BCRW) , meaning a
walk with both local and global preference of direction in its movement.
Empiricists tend to support the CRW, in which the mechanistic RW models are based
on the observed parameter distributions of step length and turning angle, while the
trajectory recorded describes the sum of the internal decisions taken by the mover.
Theoretical ecologists, however, tend to opt for diffusion models, which are also
easier to express formally [49, 71, 76–79].
The CRW and its derivatives are considered to provide intuitive ways to describe
animal movement. However, a significant limiting factor is that each step only
depends on the previous, making the whole movement highly susceptible to the
time interval selected for each relocation. Nations and Anderson-Sprecher [80]
incorporated autocorrelation in the form of bivariate distributions to tackle this
dependency. In other research approaches [81–84], the variogram enabled a practical
way to model the data-distance relationship (loosely translated as autocorrelation).
In summary, the RW and its derivatives have been widely used in various movement
scenarios [62, 66, 68, 72, 85–99], where they allowed replicating realistic behaviours
for a wide range of species.
By adding contextual factors that affect the movement scenario [72], replications
tend to become even more flexible in implementation and therefore able to come
closer to the real behaviour of the mover. Arguably the most fundamental shortcoming of the RW family, is that while these methods allow modelling the evolution
of the path of a mover of time, they do not reach a single point destination given
a time budget. Having such control over the destination is a core requirement of
the general problem statement (1.1.4) in order to make better use of the recorded
movement data. We can directly extract three elements as movement information:
the starting location, the end location, and the time difference between the observations. RW fundamentally can only account for two out of the three elements. The
two approaches reviewed below – the space-time prism and the Brownian bridges
movement model – offer possible solutions to this requirement.

2.2.2 Space-time prism
Following Hägerstrand’s theory of time geography [37], the deterministic concept
known as the Space-Time Prism (STP) gained significant attention in the GIScience
community [100–104]. The STP defines an envelope of accessibility given a specific
time budget for a trip and the maximum speed of the mover, resulting in a Potential
Path Space (PPS) (confined by a prism in a 3-D cube formed by the two axes of the
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plane, and time as the third dimension) or its 2-D projection, the Potential Path Area
(PPA), shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Potential path space in a space-time prism and potential path area
(based on Miller 1991 [100]).

Various time geography approaches have been proposed to model movement in
a planar space given a time budget and maximum speed [105] or in a network
space [106], though the literature on kinetic restrictions on space–time prisms is
lacking, and the ones existing focus mainly on interpolating the movement. In
one-dimensional and two-dimensional space, Kuijpers et al. [107] introduce kinetic
prisms and sketch methods for creating their boundaries. Long et al. [108] use
skew-normal distributions as a heuristic to represent movement probabilities inside
space–time prisms and apply the method to analyse data from wildlife, cyclists,
and athletes. For correlated random walks, using caribou, cyclist, hurricane, and
athlete tracking data, Long [109] compares methods for kinematic interpolation of
movement data based on Bézier and Catmull–Rom splines with standard interpolation methods, concluding that kinematic approaches are superior for applications
involving fast-moving objects [109]. Contextual information was introduced in the
form of field-based time geography by Long (2018) [110] enabling STP to account
for obstacles or limiting visit opportunities.
Although path interpolation algorithms can be utilised in movement research, they
are not well suited to observed movement with a highly irregular sampling rate.
Moving centroids, accuracy criteria, moving window filtering, and limiting sampling
to data recorded can be used to reduce signal noise; however, these strategies have
drawbacks, such as being susceptible to outliers and operational factors ( [111].
Furthermore, the interpolation tends to force the mover to continuously move
towards the endpoint, a phenomenon that is not necessarily realistic; an animal
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wearing a GPS device might change the direction of its move in between two
observed points entirely, multiple times.
Approaches relying on the STP [101, 103–105, 108, 112, 113] entail generating the
envelope of accessibility in the form of the PPS in 3-D time-space and the PPA on
the 2-D spatial plane, and can thus solve the problem of bounding the possible
movement between two endpoints. However, they can only designate the area that
the mover could have reached if constantly travelling at maximum speed. Apart from
the fact that such extended maximum-speed movements are biologically relatively
uncommon, the resulting PPS or PPA contains no information about the mover’s visit
preference inside that envelope. Removing this limitation of the basic STP approach,
Song and Miller [114] presented an extension, whereby the Brownian bridges
movement model (see 2.2.3) was used to generate visit probability distributions
that were truncated to the PPS (and PPA) by the use of the STP model, generating
zero probabilities in areas that cannot possibly be reached, however, this approach
lacks the capability of generating individual trajectories with varying movement
parameters (e.g., varying speed and turning angle distributions).
Loraamm ( [115]) offered the construction of a behavioural space-time path for
estimating visit probabilities in space-time prisms that incorporates animal behaviour
and generates individual trajectories, which are informed by context and diurnal
period. Loraamm presented the algorithm on a Muscovy Duck data-set in South
Florida and expanded the STP algorithmic family significantly by adding a context informed capability to add visit probabilities within the prism. However, by
directly connecting the visit probability to the context itself and using the prism as
a possible/not possible limiting factor for the maximum speed of the movement, it
pays little consideration to the actual movement behaviour observed expressed by
speed, turning angle distributions etc. As a result, the model is expected to work
best on input data of fine temporal and spatial scales, whereas for input data being
irregularly recorded, or displacements taking place over large geographic distances –
that is, on a sphere – the task of moving from point to point remains challenging.

2.2.3 Brownian bridges movement model
While the STP provides no information regarding the probability density within
the PPA, Brownian motion can be used to generate instances of trajectories whose
densities may be used for gaining such information. Brownian bridges ‘tie’ such
motions to two points, therefore enabling the derivation of the likelihood of the
mover to be in a specific location (x,y) at a specific point of time (t). The underlying
assumption is that the mover has selected the general location to be in and not a
specific single point in space-time [116].A bivariate normal distribution represents
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the chance to find the mover in any location surrounding a specific point, and a
diffusion process reflects the relocation of the mover, as seen in Figure 2.3. The rate
in which the mover updates its location is translated into the bandwidth size of a
kernel; in the case of a Brownian Bridges Model of Movement (BBMM), into the
2 ).
variance of the Brownian motion (σm

Figure 2.3: Probability density for the fraction of time spent in different locations
constructed using the BBMM. The axes of the plane represent the location coordinates in 2-D space, while the elevation of the surface denotes the corresponding
density. The two peaks in density correspond to the observed locations that are
connected by the BBMM (source: Horne et al. [117]).

The BBMM quantifies the probability of being in a particular location when moving
between a start (A) and an end point (B), taking into account the distance between
the points and the overall time that it takes to traverse from A to B [117, 118].
Generating multiple Brownian motions tied to fixed endpoints gives a sense of how
the mover uses its surrounding space by calculating the probability density of an
animal found at the given point in space, also known as a Utilisation Distribution
(UD). Ever since Brownian bridges were introduced in the ecological community, this
method has been used extensively to define the home range of species [116, 119].
Later, Song and Miller [114] presented a possible combination of the BBMM and
the STP, using STP as a truncating mechanism for the BBMM probability. In their
case, the resulting UD excludes the areas that the mover cannot reach in a given
time frame.

In the same direction but with more focus on biologically interpretable parameters,
the Elliptical Time Density Model (ETDM) [120] was created to calculate of the UD
of a mover while sampling the movement parameters from Weibull distributions
adjusted to the tracking data. ETDM accounts for the mover’s biological capacities,
but it does not address the mover’s biological preference.
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In summary, the Brownian bridges family [117–119,121–126] calculate a probability
that is considered to represent the average animal’s preference in space. Assuming
that the study area has no hard boundaries for the mover – the BBMM does not
handle zero likelihood in calculating the probability surface – the results can be
quite realistic, or better: biologically explainable. However, as the work of Song
and Miller [114] has shown, the basic BBMM has the limitation that non-zero visit
probabilities may be generated in areas that cannot possibly be reached, and hence
the BB probabilities should be truncated by the STP. Like the STP, however, the
BBMM is restricted by the assumption of a constant moving speed, which is only
rarely reflected in biological reality. Furthermore, the BBMM lacks the capacity
for the user to generate realistic individual trajectories (i.e., paths that represent
specific behaviours of an individual) out of the calculated probability surface, with
varying speed and turning angle distributions. Additionally, generating Brownian
bridges requires calculation for every pixel of the study area, making the process
computationally expensive.

2.3 A conceptual framework for movement
ecology
The plethora of movement modelling approaches, together with the different needs
in the ecological domain, created a prosperous environment for ad hoc attempts to
solve particular questions for many years. In 2008, Nathan et al. [55] attempted a
top-down view by introducing the “emerging paradigm” of movement ecology that
proposed unification of the formerly fragmented scientific approaches in ecology
revolving around the study of movement and dispersal. Bringing together conceptual,
methodological and empirical elements, the field of movement ecology can serve as
an umbrella under which any research on movement or dispersal of living organisms
can be placed.
Importantly, Nathan et al. propose a general conceptual framework that is both
simple and intuitive and comprehensive. As shown in Figure 2.4, the conceptual
framework incorporates three components associated with the mover (i.e., the focal
individual) – its internal state, navigation capacity, and motion capacity – as well as
a fourth component, that is, the external triggers exerted by the environment. The
resulting movement path in this framework is the expression of all these components
and their relationships and interactions, and in turn, feeds back to the internal and
external components. The framework does not seek to introduce new elements
at the level of individual components [127, 128], yet as a whole, it provides a
user- and modelling-friendly view of the domain of movement ecology, it “integrates
eclectic research on movement into a structured paradigm”, and it “aims at providing a
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basis for hypothesis generation and a vehicle facilitating the understanding of causes,
mechanisms, and spatiotemporal patterns of movement and their role in various
ecological and evolutionary processes” [55].
Nathan et al.’s conceptual framework can serve the integration of the existing
movement models discussed above, linking these to the corresponding components
of the framework (i.e. internal state, motion capacity, navigation capacity, external
factors, and movement path). Hence, the framework allows integrating the basic
methodological approaches and ideas from each movement model and thus the
potential synergies among them. For example, Nathan et al. [55] suggested that
the strength of their conceptual framework lies in addressing questions relative to
the interaction of long-distance movements and given environmental conditions
and identified the practical difficulties in quantifying and incorporating specific
movements and underlying patterns in their framework.
However, none of the approaches reviewed above can represent the totality of the
components and interactions included in Nathan et al.’s conceptual framework.
Thus, it appears that any movement simulation solution that would seek to cover the
entire conceptual framework comprehensively would need to employ and integrate
multiple simulation paradigms representing different capacities to solve the overall
problem.
Last but certainly not least, a simulation without the ability to incorporate the
context of the movement would be unrealistic by definition, as illustrated by the
importance of the external factors in the conceptual framework. The importance
of incorporating contextual information has been highlighted in computational
movement analysis has been highlighted by many authors [129–134], and several
authors have incorporated contextual factors in simulation-based studies [61, 72, 92,
124, 126]. However, the simulation methods used have partly limited capacities of
adapting to context.

2.4 Research gaps
In summary, the review of state of the art allows to identify of the following research
gaps regarding the general problem statement laid out in Section 1.1.4:

• Random walk models have the advantage of generating individual paths of a
mover that can be conditioned, if desired, by varying movement parameters
(e.g., speed, turning angle). However, they cannot guarantee to reach a
particular endpoint.
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Figure 2.4: A general conceptual framework for movement ecology (source: [55]).

• The Space-Time Prism (STP) and the Brownian Bridges Model of Movement
(BBMM) can solve the problem of reaching a given endpoint, but they suffer
from other limitations. The basic STP approach lacks the capacity of generating
a UD within the PPA. The basic BBMM fails to truncate the UD where visits are
not possible given a certain speed and time budget, and no analytical solution
exists generating visit probabilities for spherical coordinates. In addition, both
the STP and the BBMM share the following limitations: lack of capability of
generating individual trajectories with varying movement parameters and a
high computational load.
• The consideration of external, contextual factors has partially been addressed
by some movement simulation studies but needs further attention.
• No single simulation approach can cover the entirety of the components
and relations represented in the conceptual framework of movement ecology
proposed by Nathan et al. [55], necessitating the combination of different
approaches in an integrated solution.
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2.5 Specific research objectives
To conclude of this chapter, I want to revisit the overarching research question
driving this work and define the research problem in more detail. As a reminder, the
main research question stated in Section 1.1.4 is:
How can we best model movement and context in a simulation framework to better
assist in ecological knowledge acquisition?
In the same Section 1.1.4, I also defined the general research problem to be addressed
here. Following the above review of state of the art in relevant research areas, we
are now in a position to state our research problem in more detail, leading to the
following specific research objectives:
1. Develop an integrated simulation approach that allows covering all components
of the conceptual framework of Nathan et al. [55], and their interactions.
2. Develop a simulation approach that allows connecting two known locations,
possibly separated by a large spatial and temporal distance, by generating ecologically possible trajectories that comply with the mover’s physical limitations
and carry the least statistical bias possible.
3. Advance from “ecologically possible trajectories” to ecologically realistic trajectories: Develop statistical methods to empirically add realistic behaviour in the
set of trajectories that connect two locations.
4. Embed context to refine the empirically informed and modelled movement
further.
The following four chapters contain the main contributions of this thesis. Chapter
3 will address Research Objective 1 (RO1) by proposing a conceptual framework
for movement simulation. In Chapter 4, an algorithm called ‘Random Trajectory
Generator’ (RTG) will be presented, addressing RO2. Chapter 5 then revisits the RTG
algorithm and extends it into an ‘Empirical Random Trajectory Generator’ (eRTG),
which solves RO3 and meets RO4. Finally, Chapter 6 presents an extended case
study that demonstrates how RO4 can be addressed.
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„

The first step is to establish that something is
possible then probability will occur.
— Elon Musk
(engineer, technology entrepreneur, inventor)

While the key objective of this thesis is based on developing a simulation approach
that allows to densify coarsely sampled movement tracking data or fill in gaps in
incomplete, fragmentary movement data, I would like to start off this chapter1 by first
laying out a conceptual framework for movement simulation that comprehensively
covers all components of the Movement Ecology Framework (MEF) by Nathan et
al. [55], therefore addressing Research Objective 1 of Section 2.5. Looking first at
the ‘big picture’ will enable us to identify the possible approaches that could be used
to implement Nathan et al.’s conceptual model, and it will also allow placing the key
contributions of this thesis into perspective.
The importance of reflecting on how the MEF could be implemented in movement
ecology research is further stressed by Joo et al. [136], who recently conducted an
in-depth literature review on the progress made in movement ecology research over
the past decade. The authors clearly state that despite the advances in technology,
methods, and increase in publications, research practice has not been exploiting
the MEF to its full potential, by utilising only a few of its main components. Joo
et al. [136] express this utilisation imbalance by visualising the movement ecology
articles’ focus topics over the past decade (Figure 3.1).
Against this background, this chapter discusses the role of various types of simulation
paradigms when a movement model is applied within MEF. The conceptual simulation framework presented in this chapter aims to assist the research experimentation
process by regulating the initiation, execution and evaluation of the statistical models
used for simulation [137]. After setting the initial conditions based on the study’s
hypothesis, running multiple instances of the simulation model and observing its
1

This chapter is based in large parts on Technitis and Weibel 2012 [135].
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Figure 3.1: Illustration taken from the review by Joo et al. 2020 [136]: “Representation of
the components of the movement ecology framework and how much they were studied in the last
decade: external factors, internal state, motion and navigation capacities, whose interactions
result in the observed movement path. The size of each component box is proportional to the
percentage of papers (in parentheses) tackling them irrespectful [sic!] of whether they are only
about this component or in combination with another one. The latter is specified through the
segments that join the components to the observed movement path. One fill color corresponds to
papers that only studied one component, while two or more colors correspond to papers that
tackled two or three components, respectively (the ones from those colors). The width of the
segment is proportional to the percentage of papers that studied that combination (or single
component). Only combinations corresponding to > 5 % of papers are shown; e.g. combinations
involving navigation and papers studying navigation on its own had < 5 % of papers each
therefore they are not shown in the graph.”.

performance helps the researcher reduce uncertainty while concluding on how the
input selection affects the output variation [138].
In the remainder of this chapter, Section 3.1 gives an overview of three main simulation paradigms and assesses their fitness for movement simulation. Section 3.2 then
proposes a logical model of movement that implements the framework of movement
ecology by Nathan et al. [55] for simulation. In Section 3.3, four example scenarios
serve to showcase the potential usages of each simulation paradigm. In Section 3.4,
a combination of the three simulation paradigms is proposed accommodating the
logical movement model introduced in Section 3.2. The chapter ends with some
concluding remarks in Section 3.5.
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3.1 Movement simulation paradigms
3.1.1 Foundations
The attempts to model the plethora of types, scales and complexities of natural
movement have led to developing a wide range of simulation methodologies, each of
which fits, explains, or relates to the phenomenon under study. Approaches that focus
on individual [49,139,140] or collective [15,15,141] movement, dynamic [142–144]
or state-driven simulations [145–147] have been separately implemented for many
years [148–151]. Nevertheless, the necessity of representing the interconnectivity of
natural systems suggests further exploration of the potential synergies between the
available approaches.
The need for flexibility in the available simulation options has been raised in several
theories, such as chaos theory [152, 153], network theory [154, 155], cybernetics [156], to name but a few. Perhaps the two most compelling integration propositions [157] were made through the General Systems Theory (GST) [158] and the
Complexity Theory (CT) [159]. These two theories attempt to create theoretical
frameworks that deal with the non-linearity of the various processes incorporated,
allowing space for surprising behaviour emerging from the interaction of the system
components - or in Aristotle’s words, “the whole is greater than the sum of its parts”
(Aristotle, 350 BCE) [157]. Both theories create an element of hierarchy in their rule
systems, and they focus on seeking the principles (behaviours) seen in more than one
system [158], that is, principles transferable to multiple domains or sciences. What
sets them apart is the perspective under which they define the system itself. GST
sets a goal, defines the structure in a top-down manner, monitors the performance,
and finally evaluates and connects all the components with the respective feedback
loops. In the case of CT, the system emerges from ‘bottom-up’ interactions of its
components.
Three of the most representative simulation paradigms in the two theories are System
Dynamics (SD), Agent-based Modelling (ABM), and Discrete Event Simulation (DES).
SD is an equation-based approach representing the exchange of matter, energy or
information (‘flow’) between interconnected, aggregated system compartments
(‘stocks’) over time. Complexity theorists, in contrast, have proposed ABM as one of
the most important methods for studying multi-individual, complex, (potentially)
living systems. Completing the picture, DES has been used to describe the change
of state and activity of a system [160], commonly used for simulating changing
contextual factors. The remainder of this section reviews the three simulation
paradigms as well as their strengths and weaknesses.
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3.1.2 Systems dynamics (SD)
The SD setup assists the modeller in gaining a better understanding of the balance
among the components of a system and the feedback between them [161], usually
expressed as ordinary differential equations [148]. The basic concept of the model
can be described by a simple stock and flow diagram (Figure 3.2). The flow affects
the stock (in this case, a population) based on an equation, and the stock gives
feedback on the flow. The feedback relationships can be either positive or negative.
In Figure 3.2 the relationship between the birth rate and population of a species
is positive: the more births, the larger the population becomes, and the larger the
population becomes, the more births will occur. The feedback relation between
deaths and population is negative: the more deaths, the smaller the population.

Figure 3.2: A system dynamic feedback loop example.

The key advantage of SD is that it captures the feedback and delay processes inherent
to a system to provide the user with the system’s behaviour over time [162]. The
user may interactively change the balance of these processes and monitor the effect
that this change has on the whole system. SD modelling can be very suitable when
expressing a closed-loop system where the researcher can fully articulate the relation
between two variables. In complex systems, however, a feedback loop is not always
so easy to identify, so the adequacy of the simulation may become questionable. SD is
best for predicting the evolution of a system qualitatively (e.g. growth vs reduction)
rather than for making numerical predictions. Moreover, SD models lack the capacity
of systems to modify themselves structurally [161]. Hence, no form of adaptation
can be simulated through this paradigm. Last but not least, SD approaches have
no spatial awareness. To the best of our knowledge, no SD implementation has
incorporated spatial attributes into the model.

3.1.3 Agent-based modelling (ABM)
An agent is defined as “a system situated within and a part of an environment that
senses that environment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so
as to effect what it senses in the future” [163]. ABM follows a rule-based approach
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representing a modular system as a network of locally connected, intelligent, and
often adaptive individual agents. The approach is widely used in movement simulation [164–166] and coupled with GIS and geostatistics, which makes it a powerful
tool that can express the moving part of the simulation and the complex dynamics
of ecological and social systems [165, 167, 168]. Compared to an equation-based
simulation, ABM offers increased flexibility in capturing the variance of behaviours
amongst individuals or groups of individuals [169], making it ideal for exploring
the social dynamics. Implementations of ABM vary significantly, making a unique
definition of an agent challenging [170], but on a general level, an agent is an
algorithmically definable entity (Figure 3.3) with the following parameters [171]:

• Internal condition: the sum of all the attributes and capacities describing the
agent
• Interaction with external conditions: the type of interaction with the external
factors, including reactive, proactive and passive modes
• Interaction with other agents: various social behaviours, such as cooperation,
competition and aggression.

The modularity of the approach and the ability to tailor behaviours individually allow
for great flexibility, expressiveness and parallel execution of models [169]. This
flexibility is based on three main characteristics: autonomy, heterogeneity and activity.
Autonomy is ensured when the control of the simulation is kept decentralised. An
agent is ‘free’ to interact with other agents and its context without being manipulated
directly by the user [153, 172]. Heterogeneity is created when agents might have
similar or different collective or non-collective behaviour; they are created bottomup, depending on the characteristics of each agent [173, 174]. Activity refers to the
fact that the agents are usually active in a simulation. They can be, for example,
proactive, reactive, interactive, rationally oriented, mobile or adaptive: that is,
agents can follow a predefined logic, act together in a multi-agent system, perceive
their context or not, and even have some memory and learning capacity in their
behaviour [156, 175].

Figure 3.3: An agent-based modelling example.
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ABM is rather suitable for modelling complex systems around individual behaviours
and their interactions. It has excellent micro-specification capabilities, and each
agent or cluster of agents can be independent, so it has autonomous decisionmaking functionality and obeys tailored behavioural rules. ABM deals with scale,
heterogeneity and spatio-temporal discretisation intuitively, encouraging events to
emerge unexpectedly, thus giving space for adaptive behaviour and evolution of
the overall system. ABM offers an intuitive virtual system to represent the complex
real-life system and can be governed by assigning many but straightforward rules to
each agent. Each agent can be fully aware of its spatial environment but adapting its
behaviour based on social feedback proves more testing as the paradigm focuses on
spatial factors [176]. An additional challenge is the validation of this approach, as
depending on the freedom allowed and the individuality of each agent, any outcome
could be justified. Last but not least, in practical implementations, the distributed
parameterisation of the overall model can make the whole system computationally
heavy to run for long simulation periods.

3.1.4 Discrete event simulation (DES)
In DES, the ‘event’ is considered to be the main focus of the modeller. Entities,
activities and processes are also defined to assist in working with event data, . An
entity has attributes and is capable of changing its state [177–179]. An event is
everything that somehow changes the state of an entity. The activity describes the
things that happen to an entity for a fixed period. A process is a list of events,
activities and delays that define an entity in its life cycle. In some instances, the
process replaces the event as the centre focus of the model [171].
The basic components and the flow of the simulation can be described by block
charts, queues, delays or resource sharing [180]. The logic behind the operation
of DES follows the familiar convention of the standard queuing model [181]: one
event takes place only after the previous one is finished, typically in a First-In-FirstOut (FIFO) order, like clients in a bank waiting in a queue to be serviced by the
cashier. The logical flowchart in the traditional DES approach consists of a discrete
chronological sequence of events, which in combination express an activity (e.g.,
in Figure 3.4, Events 2 and 4 define Activity A). Instants in time when a defined
state of a variable, i.e. an event, changes [182]. The inherently ordered structure of
DES makes it an appropriate simulation paradigm for representing a system on an
operational level [162].
DES is commonly selected to represent more passive entities [177, 183], especially
on a macro level. Each entity undergoes only a few and potentially small changes,
governed via centralised strict behavioural rules. The latter makes DES a sub-
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Figure 3.4: A simple discrete event simulation workflow.

optimal approach for cases where individual behaviour is a priority. The rigidity
of the DES approach makes it remarkably optimised, but handicaps it in situations
where behaviours that have not been observed in the training data needs to emerge
out of the system.

3.2 A logical model of movement
A simulation framework that maps all the necessary entities and their interactions
of a phenomenon (from here on the system) helps the user to select the most
suitable simulation methodology, efficiently code models to test hypotheses and,
based on their performance, move towards inference and eventually to knowledge
generation [184]. With this in mind, I am proposing a simulation framework
that aims to translate the established general conceptual framework for movement
ecology by Nathan et al. [55] to a logical model of movement to identify all of the
system’s components. In Section 3.4, this logical model will then be subdivided into
and expressed with appropriate simulation paradigms.

3.2.1 Overview
Laying out a conceptual architecture of the system imposes a certain level of formalisation on the modelling process [78]. The architecture bases the modelling on a
modular design setup instead of a reactive, heuristic model building practice. The
former gives better control over the testing and complex modelling, while the latter
often results in a maze of single runs and isolated results.
With Nathan et al.’s framework of movement ecology shown in Figure 2.4 in mind,
the basic components of the proposed logical model of movement are organised
into a static part and a dynamic part, as seen in the overview of Figure 3.5. Perhaps
counter-intuitive to its naming, the static part of the model does change throughout
the simulation run, but the change is never self-triggered. It receives a status update
only following a system change initiated by the dynamic part.
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Once the model starts running, the static part is activated, encompassing three main
steps: identifying the initial conditions, identifying the possible movements, and
selecting the probable movement. The dynamic part then takes over, updating the
simulation’s location, time, and conditions, to pass the status information back to the
static part of the simulation, whose values get updated and continue the processing
cycle.

Figure 3.5: Logical model of movement.

3.2.2 Dynamic part
The dynamic part is responsible for keeping track and updating the dynamic variables
that change over time as a function of movement, including the spatial position (i.e.,
spatial update in Figure 3.5), the time (temporal update), and the conditions of
movement, such as the internal state of the focal individual or the external factors
defining the environment (condition update). Hence, selecting an appropriate time
model is key to the dynamic part of the movement modelling. Time, in this case,
can be either modelled in a continuously or discretely. When the continuous mode
of time is selected, time advances steadily in a fixed increment from the beginning
of the simulation until the user-defined ending condition is reached, updating in
every time step both the spatial location of the focal individual and the conditions
of movement. For example, the weather may have changed (external factor); the
energy level of the individual may have dropped below a threshold (internal state),
impacting the motion capacity; or the terrestrial individual may have reached a
lakeshore (external factor: context constraint). In the discrete-time model, time
advances only when the state of a condition or the position of the moving object
changes, as in the examples of the preceding sentence. The time will be updated
whenever an event such as a specific condition or position change takes place. Thus,
the discrete-time model may also be termed the event-driven time model.
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Deciding which model of time fits best for a given case is crucial, as it affects the
remainder of the modelling flow, in particular (a) the efficiency, (b) the structure of
the simulation, and (c) the result, and thus should be adapted to the requirements of
the given simulation scenario. Simple examples of effects caused by particular time
model decisions are when (a) the user attempts to model one year of movement
with spatial updates every millisecond: the volume of the data could then get
overwhelming without necessarily being scientifically relevant; or (b) the training
data has irregular time intervals: simulating in continuous flow would mean that
all the records need to be temporally standardised, and therefore include a spatiotemporal interpolation step early in the simulation process.

3.2.3 Static part
The static part consists of three main steps (Figure 3.5), described below.
Identify initial conditions: This step gives a starting value to all the active parameters
of the simulation model. First and foremost, the user selects the model of time
(discrete vs continuous) and the spatial movement model (e.g., random walk, Levy
flight, etc.) that the simulation will use. After selecting the model, the user may
choose which external factors (e.g., temperature, wind speed) and which components
of the internal state (e.g., instincts, drive, and reflexes) apply in the specific case.
Possible movements: In this step (green tile in Figure 3.5), the system identifies all
feasible movements for the focal individual. Factors that shape the set of possible
movements are the motion capacity (e.g., maximum speed and acceleration, turning
angle, possible duration at maximum speed) and the context constraints (barriers
such as land for (most) fish or wide rivers for gibbons). The possible movements
are governed by the mechanistic attributes of the focal individual, that is, the
physical part of the movement, as will be discussed in Chapter 4. The capacities
and limitations to the movement of a particular individual or species can be defined
by the user or automatically extracted from a reference dataset using data mining
algorithms [185].
Probable movement selection: Selecting a probable movement (orange tile in Figure
3.5) encompasses the computation of the probability of all the possible movements to
select the one with the highest probability. This step is further dealt with in Chapter
5, and it is naturally expressed based on how the individual will likely decide to
target and direct its movement.
The calculation of the probable movement requires bringing all the categorical and
continuous variables describing the properties of movement to the same scale of
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measurement. Such variables describe the navigation capacity of an animal, its
motivation, and additional conspecific characteristics that affect an individual’s
decision to move. The navigation capacity is the individual’s capability to perceive its
environment; in other words, it requires integrating all the context data that assist
an animal to navigate. On the other hand, motivation is usually goal-oriented and a
crucial driver of movement activity, associated with a drive such as hunger, thirst or
sleep, while remaining closely tied to sensory stimuli. For instance, once the food is
available to an animal, it expresses eating behaviour, limiting its mobility. Motivation
may also be learned, known as secondary motivation [186]. Various additional
conspecific variables might be necessary to better depict an animal’s actions, such as
inbreeding behaviour or alarm signals.

3.3 Example scenarios
In this section, four example scenarios of increasing complexity are used to illustrate
possible usages of the three core simulation paradigms, along with their strengths
and weaknesses.

3.3.1 Scenario 1: Single behaviour, fixed move until an end
condition
In the first scenario, the focal individual is represented by a non-intelligent agent,
which moves based on a simple random walk. Its behaviour is ; for instance, it might
constantly be foraging. The context is defined by a single resource, e.g., food. For
a more intuitive example, take a short-sighted, memory-less bird looking for food.
It starts with fixed energy storage that lasts, for instance, for ten random moves in
a given time interval. In each time step, it moves to a new location and checks for
resources. If none are present, it moves to the following location. Once it finds food
resources, it spends one-time step not moving and gains energy for the next two
steps. Ultimately, if no resources are found and the energy storage reduces to 0, the
bird dies.

The bird’s movement and behaviour, in this example, is sequential and lacks complexity. No social dynamics of any sort have to be taken into consideration since the
bird is not interacting with other birds. Thus, the DES paradigm can offer a good
and straightforward approach for this simulation scenario.
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3.3.2 Scenario 2: Rule-based behaviour selection, variable
move
In the second scenario, the bird has two modes to move: either slow (1 move per
time step) or fast (3 moves per time step). The bird here has a rule embedded that
controls the change of its behaviour. For instance, once the energy level rises over a
specific level, the bird will move fast instead of making a single move. It has two
different options for its behaviour, e.g., foraging and exploring. The available context
remains the food.
The complexity of this model is higher than in the previous case. However, it is still
feasible to approach it using DES, and ABM could also be used. Depending on the
scale, the required accuracy and the number of individuals to be simulated, these
approaches could be used alternatively and complementarily [148]. Alternative
usage will be warranted if the researcher feels more confident in expressing the
simulation in one of the two paradigms. Complementary use is advisable in order to
optimise the available computational resources, given that the performance cost of
ABM increases geometrically as the simulated individuals increase.

3.3.3 Scenario 3: Adaptive behaviour, passive context
In the third scenario, the bird has an adaptive character, meaning that given a specific
stimulus, it will act accordingly. For instance, if there is a high average concentration
of food in six adjacent neighbouring cells (assuming a raster representation of spatial
context), then it will keep its movement low for the next move – regardless of having
enough energy stored to move fast – in order to better exploit the available food
resources.
In this example, the behaviour becomes reactive. the reaction is challenging for the
DES paradigm, so an agent-based approach seems more appealing despite the added
computing cost. The passive context, on the other hand, may still be expressed as a
DES.

3.3.4 Scenario 4: Adaptive and collective behaviour, active
context, trigger-based actions
At this point, the simulation model takes a rather complex form, aiming to be
more realistic. The moving focal individual expresses both adaptive and collective
behaviour. In the bird’s example, it may forage, chase prey, follow its mother, flee
from a predator or stay in a nest during nighttime. At the same time, the context also
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becomes more complex and may include the presence or absence of resources, the
risk of predation, atmospheric factors, and others. More specifically, the parameters
can take the following forms:

• movement: may be described by moving slowly (1 move per time step); fast
(3 moves in a straight line); or fleeing from a predator (3 moves in a zigzag
shape);
• behaviour: the bird might be resting, foraging, migrating, etc.;
• context: can consider multiple choices of food with different levels of energy
density; external factors (e.g. vegetation, temperature, light intensity); the
presence of conspecifics, prey, or predators; and the extent of the home range.

In order to accurately model the behaviours, some new parameters have to be
defined in this case. Based on the logical model described in the previous section
2.3, the bird has a dynamic internal state (energy level, age, physical status), motion
capacity, and navigation capacity [55] complemented by its motivation. From a
qualitative point of view, these parameters are not independent. For instance, once
the internal state of the animal records a low energy level, then its motivation for
foraging increases. If the animal is threatened (a possible internal state), the agent is
likely to behave collectively, and so on. Another relationship concerns the navigation
capacity and age: juveniles and older adults have lower navigation capacity, while
adults possess the maximum capacity. Finally, a more complex relationship concerns
resources and mobility: the more resources available, the less mobility the bird will
exhibit.
Taking a detailed look at this scenario, it seems that the birds can be adequately
simulated with ABM, while DES would suitably assist in simulating certain external
factors. Specific rules — for example, low level of energy, fear and others — activate
the corresponding behaviour. The age-dependent evolution of navigation capacity
can be simulated straightforwardly, e.g., by using a bell curve equation: until a
certain age, the bird has better navigation capacity per year; after that age, the
capacity levels off or diminishes.
For modelling the last relationship between the resources and the bird’s mobility, let
us assume a foraging bird and a fruit tree. The bird is rather mobile while searching
for resources up until the time it finds the fruit tree. Once it satisfies its hunger, the
bird’s mobility drops. In other words, the relationship between a given external
factor and its effect on the bird might be bidirectional. Further extending this line of
thought, if too many birds are present, then at some point, the behaviour of the next
simulated bird that is added should revert to increased mobility, as the available
food resources cannot support it. This is a typical form of causality loop seen in
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SD that, even though it is computed on the level of each individual, will eventually
yield results on a macro level, described by aggregation statistics and population
dynamics.

3.4 Exploiting synergies: a hybrid simulation
model
Of the four reference scenarios discussed above and summarised in Table 3.1, the
first and second scenarios are sufficiently constrained so they can be implemented
using a single simulation paradigm (DES or ABM). However, any real-life case would
likely be more complex. The third reference scenario, then, takes adaptive (reactive)
behaviour of the bird into account and suggests using a combination of simulation
paradigms: ABM to implement the reactive behaviour of the bird by a set of rules,
and DES for the (possibly changing) passive environment.
Scenario #

Movement

Behaviour

Context

Scenario 1

Steady

Steady

Single resource

Scenario 2

Boolean

Boolean

Scenario 3

Adaptive

Adaptive

Single resource
Single resource
expressed by equation

Scenario 4

Adaptive & Collective

Adaptive & Collective

Context

Table 3.1: Summary of the reference scenarios.

The fourth case comes closest to what might be perceived as a ‘realistic’ setting for
simulation in movement ecology. Given the significant complexity of this reference
case, a hybrid simulation model that combines all three paradigms (ABM, DES,
SD) and that can be overlaid on the logical model of movement introduced in
Section 3.2 is proposed, shown in Figure 3.6. In this hybrid approach, ABM and DES
simulation models may work in a complementary fashion: when the former becomes
too costly, the simulation turns to DES, which results in less depth and quality in the
calculations of each individual, but much better overall computational performance.
SD may help express the interactions taking place among the various elements of
the simulation model at a finer-grained level.
The hybrid approach has the advantage of creating sub-models that run pseudosynchronously for each time step, computing the effects of the various simulation
components on each other. For instance, the more predators are present, the less
the bird feels like foraging; the closer the bird is to starvation, the less it cares
for the presence of a predator; the more exposed an environment, the less the
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Figure 3.6: Exploiting synergies of the three simulation paradigms: The proposed
hybrid movement simulation model.

motivation to forage. This rule-based reasoning can be expressed in the form of
causality loops incorporated into an SD model. By conducting a sensitivity analysis
on the simulation outcome one can understand how the model responds to given
changes of the parameters, and make adjustments on the feedback loops to control
the simulation experiment.
This trial-and-error method for adjustment may, on the one hand, reveal important
properties of the bird’s movement and, on the other hand, assist in quantifying the
contribution of each of these properties to the movement itself. Ultimately from
an ecological perspective, this approach can help with the testing of ecological
hypotheses. In contrast, from the perspective of methods development in GIScience,
simulation helps create realistic test data that may be used to evaluate algorithms
for movement data mining and analysis.
Realistically simulating movement for ecology also involves multiple spatial as well
as temporal scales [55]. The necessity of accounting for scale becomes visible in the
fourth reference scenario. A full-scale simulation of movement involves decisions
and behavioural expressions that extend beyond the level of the individual, often
reaching the level of the entire population. An example scenario is the foraging
behaviour that is decided individually, whereas the change of the nesting area or
the time to initiate migration is decided collectively. Being able to handle cases
of collective behaviour, such as leader-follower behaviour, while at the same time
allowing space for expressing individual preferences allows this framework to handle
multiple real-life case studies.
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3.5 Concluding remarks
In this chapter, a hybrid movement simulation model was introduced that utilises
the combination of the benefits offered separately by Agent-Based Modelling (ABM),
Discrete Event Simulations (DES) and System Dynamics (SD). This model covers the
points above and extends the state of the art in simulation for movement ecology
in the described scenarios. Typical movement simulators use a single movement
model (e.g. CRW, Levy flight, Brownian motion) at a single spatial and temporal
scale and a single simulation paradigm. However, as a growing number of hybrid
simulation approaches is being published in multiple domains [172, 187–189], the
trend towards a fused, multipurpose and scalable simulation is becoming more
prominent. This trend can affect the simulation in movement ecology, and with the
proposed hybrid movement simulation model, I hope to provide the conceptual basis
for exploring some of these effects.
The proposed hybrid simulation model represents the framework of movement
ecology by Nathan et al. [55] comprehensively. However, it does so only in a
conceptual way. Nevertheless, apart from providing general guidance for best
utilising relevant simulation paradigms to simulate movement, the model also
addresses one core issue of movement simulation in detail: It separates the prediction
of the next move into two steps, namely the possible and the probable movement. This
separation has two important advantages: First, it renders the simulation process
more modular and thus more flexible; second, it allows incorporating motivation in
the prediction process.
The following chapters exploit this feature of the proposed conceptual simulation
model. For the main research problem of this thesis laid out in Section 1.1.4, the
following Chapter 4 addresses the sub-problem of generating ecologically possible
trajectories that comply with the physical limitations of the mover and carry the least
statistical bias possible. This relates to Research Objective 2, as stated in Section 2.5.
Chapter 5, then, extends this to solve the sub-problem of generating ecologically
realistic trajectories by adding probabilities, which relates to Research Objective 3,
and by adding spatial context, relating to Research Objective 4.
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„

Simplicity is an exact medium between too little
and too much.
— Joshua Reynolds
(artist)

This chapter introduces the ‘Random Trajectory Generator’ (RTG), an algorithm
that allows creating a physically unconstrained movement trajectory between two
given endpoints. Such movement occurs in a homogeneous context, with the only
limiting factors being the (constant) speed that the mover can achieve and the time
available to complete the move. The chapter starts with the motivation behind the
RTG algorithm (Section 4.1) and the challenges that the algorithm has to address
(Section 4.2). The core part of the chapter is devoted to the description of the
methodology of the RTG algorithm (Section 4.3 ) followed by an evaluation and
discussion of the results generated by the algorithm (Section 4.4). 2 . [190]

4.1 Motivation
The challenge every movement ecologist faces when data gaps occur (e.g., due to GPS
signal loss) or simply when the temporal sampling interval is very coarse (e.g., to save
battery life), is to decide how to connect the previous with the next available point.
Solutions such as shortest distance, curve interpolation or least-cost-path algorithms
only marginally solve the problem since the result is biased by the geometric model
employed. To assess how biased the result of a particular interpolation method is, one
can measure the footprint of the density of a large number of simulated trajectories.
The less random the trajectories are, the smaller the footprint. Deterministic methods
such as shortest distance and curve interpolation will result in a single line, while
2

This chapter is based in large parts on Technitis et al. (2015) “From A to B, randomly: a point-topoint random trajectory generator for animal movement,” International Journal of Geographical
Information Science, vol 29, no. 6, pp. 912-934
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the cost-path approach has the possibility of relaxing the criterion of least cost but
still generates deterministic and thus biased results. Most likely, however, animals
will not move in a completely deterministic and predictable way. So, is there a way
to generate trajectories that omit this bias but still respect the endpoint constraints?
Moreover, to what degree is this possible?

4.2 Research challenges
The review of movement models in Section 2.2 allowed drawing a number of
conclusions regarding the fitness of different models for the problem outlined in
the preceding section. The Correlated Random Walk (CRW) may be useful from
the point of view of ecological modelling, but suffers from a lack of computational
efficiency when the destination is a point rather than an area of attraction (i.e. when
the hit-to-miss ratio is very poor).
The result of the Brownian Bridges Model of Movement (BBMM) model is a probability surface that may be regarded as representative of reality in terms of the space
utilisation of a moving object. However, once an individual trajectory is extracted
from a BBMM probability surface, using, for instance, conditional Brownian walk,
the result will be a highly unrealistic mode of movement that is biologically unjustifiable for animals. Furthermore, generating a BBMM is computationally expensive
and, thus, in practice, not feasible for computing large numbers of trajectories.
The Space-Time Prism (STP) offers an interesting possibility for generating an
envelope of accessibility in space and time, that is, the Potential Path Space (PPS).
With the work by Song and Miller [114], an approach has been presented for
truncating the occupancy probabilities of the BBMM to the more realistic domain of
the PPS (and PPA in 2-D space). However, this approach still inherits some of the
weaknesses of the BBMM: it lacks the ability to generate individual trajectories with
varying movement parameters, it requires a high computational load, and it offers
no analytical solution for spherical coordinates.
In order to address these challenges, an algorithm is proposed that:
• is based on a CRW model of movement;
• offers significantly improved efficiency over the CRW model by tying the
generated walk to both the origin and the destination;
• provides results as single or multiple trajectories;
• provides space utilisation maps similar to those generated by the BBMM; and
• limits the creation of trajectories to the PPA defined by the space-time prism.
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4.3 Methodology
4.3.1 Underlying modelling framework
The conceptual model of movement simulation underlying the proposed algorithm
consists of three main steps [135]:
1. initialise the conditions of the simulation;
2. identify the possible area for the next move; and
3. determine the object’s next movement with the highest probability based on a
specified level of confidence.
In the first step, the conditions defining the simulation are specified. In this case,
that implies defining the coordinates of the origin A and the destination B of the
movement; the available time budget to move from A to B; the temporal sampling
interval used to generate fixes along the trajectory; and the movement object’s
maximum allowed speed. Step 2 represents the focus of this paper. The proposed
algorithm generates realisations of trajectories within the possible area of movement,
equivalent to the PPA of the Space-Time Prism (STP) approach, using the control
parameters of Step 1. Step 3 is only implicitly dealt with in this chapter. Generating
a sufficient number of trajectories approximates an empirical occupancy probability
distribution.
For the simulation, the following conditions hold: The moving object performs
a CRW at equal time intervals per step and with a fixed maximum speed, in a
continuous and homogeneous space (2-D Euclidean space and spherical geometry,
respectively).

4.3.2 The algorithm
The trajectory to be generated will consist of a number of intermediate points separated by the temporal sampling interval
∆t. To create each of them, we start by constructing the Potential point Area, or
short PpA; the lower-case middle ‘p’ in the acronym is used to differentiate from
the space-time prism’s term Potential Path Area (PPA). The PpA then denotes the
area in the plane where an intermediate point can be possibly placed. The following
example describes this step.
Computing the Potential point Area (PpA).

Example 1. We assume that the distance AB between the origin A and destination
B of the movement is 300 km, as seen in Figure 4.1. Point A is the origin of the
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moving object’s departure at t0 = 0, and point B is the destination of the object’s
arrival at tf = 5 hours later. The task, then, is to create a trajectory from A to B, given
a maximum speed of the moving object Vmax = 70 km/h, within the time budget
ttotal = 5 hours, and given the sampling interval ∆t = 1 h.
If the moving object starts at A and travels for one hour as the sampling interval
∆t commands, the area where the object would be expected to be is equivalent to
a circle of radius rA , where rA is the maximum distance that can be covered in ∆t
given Vmax , in this case, rA = 70 km. At the same time, B needs to be reached at
tf = 5 h. Hence, one hour before t4 = 4 h, the moving object ought to be within its
maximum speed radius from B in order to be able to reach the destination in the
final hour remaining. Likewise, 4 hours before it reaches point B, the moving object
should be within a distance that can be covered within these 4 hours; that is, within
a circle around B of radius

rB = 4 ∗ Vmax = 280km.

(4.1)

Consequently, the PpA, one hour after the beginning of the movement, is defined
by the intersection of the two circles from A and B, respectively (Figure 4.1). Next,
we will explain how random placement of an intermediate point location within the
PpA is incorporated in the procedure.

Now that the PpA is defined, we need a
specific location to actually place the new point. Since one of the requirements is
to generate a random trajectory, the location needs to be selected randomly within
the PpA. The point placement is performed in four steps. First, the PpA is calculated
using the intersection of the two circles around A and B (Figure 4.1). As a second
step, the minimum-bounding rectangle MBR1 around the PpA is created (shaded in
Figure 4.2). This Minimum-Bounding Rectangle (MBR) serves as an approximate
candidate region to speed up the following two steps.
Placing points randomly within the PpA.

In the third step, a potential point Ppot (xpot , ypot ) is temporarily placed within MBR1 .
This is performed by drawing two random coordinates (xpot, ypot) from two uniform
distributions within the ranges [MBRXmin , MBRXmax ] and [MBRYmin , MBRYmax ],
respectively. Finally, in the fourth step, we test whether Ppot actually lies within the
PpA. If the distance dA is less than radius rA , while at the same time the distance
dB is less than the radius rB , then Ppot is accepted and treated as the origin for the
creation of the next point. Otherwise, Ppot lies inside MBR1 but falls outside the
PpA; thus, the third and fourth steps of the procedure are repeated until Ppot can be
accepted.
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Figure 4.1: The Potential point Area (PpA) after ∆t, is defined by the intersection of a circle of radius
rA = Vmax = 70 km around A, and a circle of radius rB = 4Vmax = 280 km around B.

Figure 4.2: Creating the minimum bounding rectangle MBR1 of the Potential point Area (PpA).

Using the MBR to generate and test Ppot greatly simplifies computations and increases efficiency, although this approach, will also generate some misses (4.4.1).
Furthermore, compared to an approach that requires sampling of the PpA by some
sampling scheme such as a grid, in this approach the resulting point locations and
the computational performance of the algorithm are independent of the resolution
of the sampling scheme.
Overall, this approach preserves the randomness of the path while observing given
constraints (i.e. time budget and maximum speed), efficiently connecting the starting
point with the destination point.

Once the point Ppot is accepted, it becomes the new
origin A1 from which to initiate the creation of the next intermediate point A2 of the
trajectory. The time budget remaining for the completion of the trajectory is now
decreased by ∆t. The following example describes the steps necessary to complete
the trajectory.
Completing the trajectory.

Example 2. The sampling interval is ∆t = 1 h, hence rA = Vmax = 70 km. However,
since the moving object has already travelled for one hour to generate the first point,
the time to destination B is now ttotal = 2 × ∆t = 3 h, and rB = 3 × Vmax = 210 km.
With these new values for rA and rB , the procedure described in Sections 4.2.1
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and 4.2.2 is repeated to create the point A2 (Figure 4.3), and analogously for the
remaining points A3 and A4 (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.3: Repeating the point generation procedure.

Ultimately this procedure yields a trajectory that consists of the sequence of points
{A, A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 , B}, as shown in Figure 4.4. This sequence represents a random
but feasible trajectory with a given origin and destination, while not exceeding the
available time budget and the given maximum speed.

Figure 4.4: Final trajectory.

After creating each point, the time budget is
updated based on the need to complete the remaining trajectory, thus imposing a
growing limitation on the PpA. The two factors affecting the placement of a new
point are the last created point and the temporal sampling interval ∆t (Figure 4.4).
The change of origin affects the position of the circle of all possible locations for
the next point to be created (the circle around Ai ), while the destination and the
decreasing available time budget narrows down the extent of the second circle (the
circle around B). In other words, the algorithm as described so far will initially
generate largely Brownian motion until the time budget is almost used up, forcing
the remaining few time-steps to be spent ‘hurrying’ towards the destination to reach
it on time.
Limitation in the degrees of freedom.
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Figure 4.5 shows two example trajectories that both exhibit the bipartite movement
regime (near-random vs. heavily drifted, respectively), the consequence of the basic
algorithm. It also becomes apparent that the coarser time interval of 50,000 seconds
allows for fewer vertices to be placed, thus reducing the extent of the free movement
part. It is worth pointing out that this very ability to scale the temporal step of the
random walk differentiates RTG from Brownian motion, which by definition ought
to converge towards 0.

Figure 4.5: Two example trajectories that meet the requirements of Section 1 but are unrealistic, since
most of the distance between the origin and the destination is covered by a heavily drifted walk.

In order to avoid the effect of ‘wandering’ excessively during the initial part of the
trajectory generation, the reduction of the degrees of freedom in the PpA should be
distributed randomly over the trajectory. This equalised temporal distribution can
be achieved by making the order of the point placement no longer sequential. The
approach used here is to choose an order of point placements that are random in the
time-steps. The algorithm proceeds by first creating a list of time-steps necessary
for generating the trajectory. Out of this list, each time-step is randomly selected,
one after another, for the placement of the corresponding point. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.6, where a set of six intermediate points {t1 , t2 , . . . , t6 } needs to be
generated in order to complete the trajectory AB.
Instead of the sequential ordering (t1 , t2 , . . . , t3 ) used initially, we create the points
in random sequence, for instance: (t5 , t1 , t3 , t6 , t4 , t2 ). Each time, the last created
point becomes the new starting point for the algorithm while the destination is
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Figure 4.6: Selected random time-steps and their corresponding points.

set to the temporally next available point, if applicable. Once the list is empty, all
the necessary points have been created, and the trajectory is compiled by sorting
the points into temporally sequential order. A set of trajectories generated by this
procedure is depicted in Figure 4.7.It is noticeable that the bipartite pattern of Figure
4.5 is no longer visible; the limitation in the degree of randomness of the walks is
now evenly distributed along the trajectories.

Figure 4.7: A set of 20 trajectories generated using the improved algorithm with random temporal
order of point placement. The set-up of the experiment is identical to the one visualised in Figure 4.8.

Owing to the spherical shape of the Earth,
using the planar version of the algorithm to create trajectories over large spatial
scales bears the problem of spherical distortion, violating the coherence of distance,
angles and areas in non-Euclidean space. For the reconstruction of large scale
displacements, such as continental or intercontinental migratory movement, it is,
therefore, necessary to extend the algorithm to accommodate spherical geometry.
It is important to note here that implementing the model on the sphere does not
Spherical version of the algorithm.
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imply the third dimension of topography. In the present version of the algorithm,
the implementation, therefore, does not account for elevation.
In the presented algorithm, we compute a circle-circle intersection and approximate
it with a bounding box or accelerated random placement of points. In the spherical
version of the algorithm, these circles are circles on a sphere (the Earth). If one
ignores the spherical shape of the Earth, this implies that the longitude λ and the
latitude φ of geographical coordinates are equated with the x and y of a planar
coordinate system: x = λ, y = φ. This is equivalent to using an equirectangular
(or plate carrée) projection, which is known to cause massive distortions towards
the poles. Using such a projected map to define circles on the sphere, the projected
circles will therefore not retain the properties of a circle. Thus, calculating the
bounding box of their intersection at arbitrary positions on the globe would be rather
difficult. However, knowing that the distortions of projected circles are minimal
along the Equator, we transpose the two circles to the Equator, one of them on the
intersection with the Central Meridian, keeping their relative distance the same.
Thus, the distortion of the projected circles is minimised, and the bounding box
around the intersection can be expressed by a minimum and maximum value for
the width and height. This enables us to efficiently select a random point from the
bounding box. Once this point is placed, we verify, using the Haversine formula,
whether or not the point actually is contained in the circle-circle intersection.
Circle-circle intersections on the sphere, apart from having a different geometry,
could be comprised of the same cases seen in Euclidian space. The two circles might
be too far apart and have no intersection. One of the circles might be contained in
the other, without their boundaries intersecting. The two circles might be touching
in a single point, or finally, they might have a proper intersection with two distinct
intersection points. The latter case is what we will explore in detail; the other
cases are easily accounted for by evaluating inequalities on their radii and distance
between the centres.
Figure 4.8 depicts two circles with a proper intersection. Although it contains straight
lines, Figure 4.8 is to be interpreted as lying on the sphere, not on the plane. In
this setting, the known variables are the circles’ radii and the distance between their
centres. The unknown variables we wish to compute are the coordinates of the
intersection points, specifically the coordinates of C. The other intersection point
shares the same x-coordinate but has a mirrored (i.e. negative) y-coordinate.
In 2-D Euclidean space, we would solve a set of Pythagorean equations for the right
triangles ∆AM C and ∆BM C. For right triangles on a sphere, we use the spherical
analogue of Pythagoras’ theorem and this returns the following identities:
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Figure 4.8: Circle-circle intersection on the sphere.
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(4.2)

where rA stands for the radius of the circle with centre A, rB for the radius of the
circle with centre B, and RE for the radius of the Earth. The distance between the
two circles is given by AB. The unknowns we wish to solve for are x and y, the
coordinates of the upper intersection point.

These equations are solved following a standard procedure. An inverse cosine is
only determined up to its sine, and cosine will change its sign when π is added
to its argument. So, once we compute one solution of x, we have to account for
three others: −x, x + π and −x + π. We restrict the circles’ radii to that of less than
half the Earth’s circumference and can thus rule out the latter two solutions. By
verifying with the set of equations, we can show that unless x = 0, either x or -x is a
solution.

We are, in fact, not interested in the value of x, but rather in the value of y, as
it determines (half) the height of the bounding box. The width of the bounding
box, defined by xmin and xmax , respectively, depends entirely on the circles’ radii
and the distance between their centres (Figure 4.9), as expressed by the following
equations:
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xmin = AB − rB

(4.3)

xmax = rA

Figure 4.9: The bounding box coordinates.

The height of the bounding box, defined by ymin and ymax , is obtained by solving the
system of equations 4.2 for y. Now that we have the limits of the bounding box,
we repeatedly generate a point therein by generating random coordinates within
these limits. We then verify the point’s distance from the two circle centres using the
Haversine formula and accept it if it is also contained in the circle-circle intersection.
Otherwise, we generate a new point within the bounding box and repeat as described
in Section 4.3.2. Finally, points that have been found to lie within the corresponding
circle-circle intersections (i.e. the spherical PpA) are transformed back to their actual
location on the globe.

4.4 Evaluation
In order to assess the performance of the proposed RTG algorithm, we proceeded
in two steps involving the verification (internal evaluation) and the validation
(external evaluation) of the algorithm. The verification step (4.4.1 involved testing
the computational performance as well as the robustness of the algorithm. In the
validation step (4.4.2, some points were omitted from the input trajectory and then
used to assess the accuracy of the simulation. The same inputs were also used with
the BBMM approach for comparison. An overall discussion (6.3) concludes this
section.
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4.4.1 Verification
The purpose of this analysis was to test the robustness and
efficiency of the algorithm under different parameter combinations. In order to
obtain more robust estimates, run times were calculated as an average over five
generated sample runs. The model was tested against five main parameters: the
total number of trajectories created, the number of points within each trajectory,
the maximum speed of the moving object, the geographic distance covered, and the
total duration of the movement.
Performance analysis.

Table 4.1 summarises the empirical analysis of the computational efficiency, realised
on a standard desktop PC (Intel QuadCore i7 CPU 870 @ 2.93 GHz, with 8 GB RAM,
running LinuxMint 16 (petra) 3.11.0-12-generic and Python 2.7). Each scenario
is separated by a horizontal line altering one or two parameters at a time, leaving
the rest unchanged. It becomes obvious that the RTG algorithm maintains a linear
relation between the running time and each parameter tested. As expected, the
increase in the number of points, the greater the distance, the total number of
trajectories, or the duration of the simulated movement simply increase the load but
not the complexity of the calculations.

As described above, the proposed algorithm first approximates the PpA with a
bounding box to speed up the point placement step (4.2.2). The price to pay is that
misses might occur: points that lie inside the MBR but fall outside the PpA. In the
implementation of the algorithm, the maximum number of unsuccessful attempts
for placing a random point was limited to 10; otherwise, a miss is reported for the
particular point. Misses happened rarely, however, as Table 4.2 shows. The reported
accuracy of the algorithm is the percentage of these misses (i.e. the random points
created falling outside the PpA) of the total number of points to be created. For
example, in the first line, the algorithm failed to create 66 points of the 50,000
requested, yielding an accuracy of 99.868 %.

Both in the temporal and in the spatial dimensions, the RTG algorithm may encounter boundary cases, that is, cases when the lower or upper bound
of an input parameter is reached. The lower temporal bound can be described by
the minimum time required to reach the destination. In this case, the moving object
has to follow the shortest possible path in order to make it to the destination in time.
Thus, the trajectory will form the straight line connecting the two endpoints. This
case is handled by creating all the necessary points on the straight line connecting
the origin and destination points, as this is the only feasible solution.
Boundary cases.
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Table 4.1: Empirical analysis of computational efficiency

Run
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

# of
Trajs
5
50
500
5
50
500
10
10
10
10
10
10
1
1

# of
Points
45
45
45
88
88
88
150
218
272
362
410
505
520
1053

Speed
(m/s)
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198
0.4198

Distance
(km)
2.386
2.386
2.386
2.386
2.386
2.386
2.386
2.386
2.386
2.386
2.386
2.386
0.02
0.02

Duration
of
Movement (s)
21645
21645
21645
21645
21645
21645
21645
21645
21645
21645
21645
21645
373419
373419

Duration
of
Runtime (s)
0.478
4.728
47.05
0.89
9.016
90.124
2.909
4.37
5.411
7.205
8.233
10.287
1.135
2.258

Table 4.2: Robustness of the algorithm

Misses
66
12
27
2

Trajectories
500
100
500
100

Points
100
100
100
100

Distance (km)
200
200
2
2

Accuracy
99.868 %
99.88 %
99.946 %
99.98 %

The lower spatial bound is reached when the intersection area between the two
circles (see Figure 4.1) is so small that it may be considered negligible for the
purpose of the simulation, that is if it falls below the minimum spatial resolution. As
can be seen in Figure 4.10 (I), when the candidate area is larger than the threshold
(in this case, 1 m for the width of the bounding box), the point is placed randomly
as outlined in Section 4.2.2. If, however, the candidate area is smaller than the
threshold (Figure 4.10 (II)), the centroid of the intersection area is selected as the
new point.
The opposite case, an upper bound, is reached in the case of long trajectories, such
as those covering half or even the entire globe. These represent potential challenges
for a trajectory generator.
Thus, to gain a better overview of the algorithm’s robustness, such cases and also
special areas (i.e. areas around the poles) were tested. For this test, a leading
trajectory was needed that could be created with any movement model or parameters
as long as it covers distances created than 80-90◦ on the globe. In the present case, a
1000-step correlated random walk was created starting from the Equator, moving up
to the North Pole. More specifically, the wrapped-Cauchy function of the circular
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Figure 4.10: Boundary cases of the spatial resolution in point placement.

package in the R statistics language was used, with the mean direction of the
distribution set to 0 and the concentration parameter randomly set to 0.8. Once the
1000 steps were calculated, the trajectory was down-sampled, keeping 1 point out
of 10, and the RTG algorithm was executed 100 times for each pair of remaining
consecutive points. This resulted in 100 trajectories, generating points at the same
timestamps as the missing points. Figure 4.11 shows the result of this operation.

Figure 4.11: 100 runs of the RTG algorithm on a 1000-step, resampled CRW (green points) that
starts from the intersection of the Equator with the prime meridian, moving towards the North
Pole and then back to the southern hemisphere. The inset map shows all RTG runs in a spherical
projection.

The green points denote the CRW that was then down-sampled and used as the
input to the RTG algorithm. Each of the 100 simulated trajectories has a randomly
assigned colour, with 9 new points created for each pair of consecutive sample
points. Owing to the equirectangular projection used for the main map of Figure
4.11, trajectories are particularly distorted towards the North Pole. Thus, the inset
map shows all RTG runs on a spherical projection.
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4.4.2 Validation
The data used for the validation experiment was taken from the Movebank site (see Acknowledgements). The group working on this dataset set up an
experiment tracking a flock of white storks that follows a migration path from Poland
to South Africa, via Sudan and Tanzania. The birds were tagged with GPS devices
that recorded their positions in two modes: a high-frequency mode (average time
interval = 49 min) for maximum spatio-temporal resolution and a lower frequency
mode (average time interval = 360 min) for making sure that the batteries would
last until the end of the journey. The stork trajectory in Figure 4.12 clearly depicts the
two different sampling modes. This particular trajectory was used for the evaluation
scenario.
Procedure.

In a different application context, the RTG algorithm would be used to realistically
densify the coarse part of the data, making it comparable to the high-frequency part.
For the purposes of evaluation, though, the focus was placed on the high-frequency
part of the trajectory. The initial dataset was down-sampled, omitting 50 % of the
points, and then used as input data for simulating the omitted points at ∆t/2, to
create one point between each pairs of points. The simulation was run 50 times for
each missing part of the trajectory and then rasterised the result, yielding the count
of trajectories in each pixel, thus creating a density surface. The raster template
used was the same pixel size (1118.113 x 1498.257 m) and extent as with the
result the Brownian bridge approach created for easier comparison between the two.
These counts can be transformed into relative densities as a proportion of the total
trajectories, and after normalisation considered as a probability surface that can be
compared against the probability surface extracted from the BBMM, with probability
values compared at multiple control points.

The RTG algorithm requires three input parameters: two or more
spatio-temporal points, speed, and the time interval between two consecutive points.
The input points used were the points of the down-sampled high-frequency part of
the white stork trajectory (see above). The speed parameter was extracted from the
empirical distribution of the given sample. The default speed was the median of
the sample (0.026 m/s) for most cases. The reason for selecting the median and
not the maximum speed of the sample data was that the latter was an order of
magnitude higher than the most commonly used speed, and it was detected in less
than 2 % of the instances. In order to approximate the speed behaviour of the object
when higher speed was required, the value was randomly selected from the accepted
range of the distribution, hence the maximum speed was taken into account. The
time interval was calculated from the real-time difference between two consecutive
sample points and the number of points to be created. For instance, if two input
RTG algorithm.
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Figure 4.12: Overview of the trajectory of White Stork 1
(violet dots)

points P1 and P3 have a time difference ∆t = 30 min and one intermediate point
P2 must be created, the time interval will be ∆t/2 = 15 min; if two points were
required, the time interval would be 1 min.
In total, 50 trajectories for each of the 951 pairs of points were created. Figure 4.13
depicts the full result of the algorithm, whereas Figure 4.14 is a close-up of parts of
it. Once the trajectories were created, a line density algorithm was used to create the
density surface. This was done for visualisation purposes, contrary to the evaluation
procedure described above, where the trajectory counts were rasterised directly. The
bandwidth for the line density algorithm was set to 0.3 degrees, which covers the
maximum recorded distance between two consecutive points on the real trajectory.
A snippet of the result is presented in Figure 4.15.

The Utilisation Distribution (UD) of the
Brownian Bridges Model of Movement was computed using the move package in R.
Brownian Bridges Model of Movement.
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Figure 4.13: Re-sampled and simulated trajectories.

The same down-sampled trajectory was used as input. The location error was set to
10 m, equal to the estimated GPS error. The margin used for behavioural change
point analysis was set to 21 m, and the window size along the track was set to 9 m.
The calculation extent was set to be 30 % larger than the bounding box of the input
points in order to avoid edge effects. The result of the calculation is depicted in the
top row of Figure 4.16, including the 99 % contour of the UD probability. For a more
differentiated picture of the UD variation, the log transformed version is shown to
the right.

The BBMM method creates a surface of UD probabilities, whereas
the RTG algorithm is conditioned to create single random trajectories. At first sight,
there seems to be little use in trying to compare these methods. However, both
approaches model the movement between an origin and a destination; they both
are derived from the assumption of RWs, and they both account for the total time of
travel. For large numbers of trajectories generated with the RTG algorithm, we thus
expect to see an increasing similarity between the density of RTG trajectories and the
corresponding BBMM occupancy probabilities. That is, while the comparison of the
two methods by absolute numbers is not possible, we may nevertheless compare the
trajectory density surface generated by the RTG algorithm with the BBMM occupancy
probability surface in qualitative terms. For this comparison, the RTG trajectories
were imported to R and then rasterised by yielding the line count within each pixel
Comparison.
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Figure 4.14: Close-up view of Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.15: Line density surface created over the 50 trajectories of Figure 4.13.

(Figure 4.16). The two rasters (RTG, BBMM) had identical extent and resolution
and were normalised before the final comparison.
In each of the 951 control point locations, the UD probabilities were extracted
for both approaches. Figure 4.17 (left) visualises the results for a random subset
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Figure 4.16: Top row: Utilisation distribution using the BBMM, with 99 % contour line, in linear (left)
and logarithmic (right) scales. Bottom row: Normalised RTG density distribution in linear (left) and
logarithmic (right) scales.

of 30 consecutive control points. The plot shows two distinctive clusters in both
approaches: low probabilities for the lower half of point IDs; high probabilities for
the upper half. These values are more easily explained if we consider the distances
between each consecutive pair of points (Figure 4.17, right). The expected value
should be 1.0 for all control points. This is achieved quite well at short distances
between points, where both simulated scores are almost perfect (i.e. they almost
reach 1.0). However, the greater the distance between points, the more inaccurate
the two algorithms, though the RTG algorithm performs significantly better than
the BBMM. Overall, the average accuracy for the 30 control points was 62.23 % for
the RTG algorithm and 48.38 % for the BBMM, where 100 % would imply a perfect
agreement between the expected and the simulated value.

4.4.3 Discussion
In order to draw overall conclusions from the comparative evaluation of the proposed
algorithm, let us start by recalling the requirements stated in the methodology in
section 4.3. The task at hand was to develop an algorithm that could generate
synthetic trajectories between two given points. These trajectories should be based
on the principle of random walks, and at the same time, conditioned by control
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Figure 4.17: Left: The probability values for the RTG and BBMM approaches,
respectively, extracted at a random subset of 30 consecutive control points. Right:
The distances between each pair of consecutive control points.

parameters such as time budget and maximum speed. The algorithm should be
efficient to enable the creation of large numbers of trajectories. And it should be
able to cope with the spherical shape of the Earth, as the given endpoints may be
separated by hundreds or even thousands of kilometres.
The proposed RTG algorithm clearly outperforms other random walk algorithms. As
the above empirical evaluation results have shown, the RTG algorithm maintains the
random walk model basis, with the advantage of reliably and efficiently generating
random walks between two given endpoints (i.e. the trajectory is guaranteed to
reach the destination). Additionally, the RTG algorithm allows us to control the time
budget, as opposed to other RW approaches.
The comparison to the BBMM has demonstrated that by generating large numbers of
trajectories and creating a density surface out of these, the RTG algorithm produces
comparable results. This is not so surprising since both approaches derive from the
random walk model, though it should be acknowledged that the distribution used
in the RTG to generate vertices within the bounding box is a uniform distribution.
In contrast, the BBMM uses a normal distribution perpendicular to the segment
connecting the two endpoints. However, note that, due to the constrained travel
time between the two endpoints, the empirically generated trajectories are actually
not uniformly distributed in space but rather follow a distribution that is not unlike
that of the BBMM. In addition, the RTG is free of three shortcomings of the BBMM
method. First, the initial outcome is a trajectory and not a probability surface,
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allowing the addition of patterns of a specific behaviour in the simulation. Second,
in the case of the BBMM, the value of probability does not fully decay to 0 (i.e.,
each pixel within the study area is assigned a non-zero probability). Violating the
maximum speed is thus inevitable if the moving object is to make it to the destination.
Third, as the size of the study area becomes larger and the resolution of the analysis
becomes finer, the performance of the BBMM algorithm decreases dramatically as a
function of the raster surface that must be generated. This overhead is particularly
large if the aim is only to extract individual trajectories from the BBMM surface.
Conversely, the performance of the proposed RTG algorithm depends linearly on
the number of intermediate points that need to be placed. This number, in turn, is
dictated only by the time budget, the temporal sampling interval, and the placement
of individual points (which are free of complicated numerical simulations, as shown
above). Finally, the two approaches could be considered as complementary, as the
RTG can be used to enrich the input data for the BBMM approach.
Compared to the space-time prism approaches, including Song and Miller [114], the
proposed RTG algorithm avoids the necessity of considering time as a continuous
parameter. Instead, RTG focuses on generating individual trajectories for specific
time slices in the STP model. This enables this algorithm to handle large geographic
distances, accounting for spherical distortion.
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5

„

Though this be madness, yet there is method in’t.
— William Shakespeare, Hamlet
(poet, playwright, actor)

The Random Trajectory Generator (RTG) introduced in Chapter 4 models the possible, physically unconstrained movement, with no consideration of the mover’s
preferences, internal state, or spatial environment. In this Chapter, the ‘Empirical
Random Trajectory Generator’ (eRTG) is introduced, initially explaining how the
mover’s typical movement behaviour can be incorporated into a CRW, followed in
Chapter 6 by the addition of the contextual preference (avoidance, attraction) that
either decreases or increases the visiting probability of certain areas by the mover.

5.1 Motivation
The ability to create random trajectories with defined geometric properties provides
the opportunity to generate null models, which are useful for a wide range of applications in movement analysis [17, 42]. One of the major advantages of generating a
null model of spatio-temporally explicit random trajectories is that it provides the
possibility to then integrate contextual, in this case ecological, background information to derive contextually informed utilisation distribution probabilities. Being
able to derive these probabilities enables the researcher to tackle new questions, for
example, how does the movement behaviour of an animal adapt to context changes?
Which contextual factors interfere with the animal’s movement and in which way?
If the aim is to generate null models for studies in movement ecology, the RTG
is insufficient. We need a method that can represent both possible and probable
movement, which manifests the typical characteristics of a particular mover in a
particular behavioural state (e.g., a migrating bar-headed goose; [191]). Also, the
method should allow the integration of spatial context, that is, relevant aspects of
the spatial environment in which the movement is embedded.
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Hence, I will approach the description of the eRTG algorithm in two parts. This
Chapter will focus on physically unconstrained, probable movement, which refers
to a context-agnostic movement while maintaining the movement characteristics
of empirically observed input data. In the following Chapter 6 I will describe how
context-awareness is added in the eRTG algorithm.

5.2 Research challenges
In addition to the requirements stated in Section 4.1 for the initial version of the RTG
algorithm — connecting two known endpoints reliably with a CRW, given a constant
speed and a limited time budget — three more requirements become essential to
the trajectory generation process if we aim to improve ecological realism.

First and foremost, the need for a step-wise decision process is apparent. Given a
starting point, the mover needs to ‘decide’ where to move next based on a set of
criteria. Ecologically speaking, this means that the animal would move depending
on which need it tries to fulfil or in reaction to its environmental stimuli: if hungry,
the probability of selecting a location rich in food resources is higher than any other;
if too cold, the probability of migrating is increasing. From a GIS perspective, that
would be translated into a Probability Distribution (PD) field out of which the agent
will select its next movement.

Second, the decision about the next move itself should be based on movement
parameter distributions seen in input data consisting of observed tracks of individuals
of the same species and in the same behavioural state as the mover, as these can be
considered to represent ecologically ‘realistic’ values. According to the framework of
Nathan et al. [55], the movement path of an animate object should be the result of
a sequence of decisions based on the mover’s capacities, internal state, and available
external opportunities. Since it is in most cases not known which factor affects the
movement, in this work, the observed movement is taken as a reference of the range
of behaviours that can be realised. Then, any simulated trajectory that replicates
the movement parameter distributions of the observed input data is considered
‘realistic’.

Third, while movement parameters in the form of step length (i.e., speed), turning
angle and persistence would be incorporated in each trajectory, the mover should
still make it to the destination without creating unrealistic stretches of movement
(i.e., stretches not complying with the given input data distributions) on the way.
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As in the RTG algorithm, a random element is introduced, allowing to incorporate
the stochastic nature of the empirical data (containing both measurement errors
and the arbitrariness of an animal’s movement decisions). Adding randomness
creates an opportunity to embrace the complex nature of the decision-making
process in movement instead of fighting against it. All the unknown factors that
affect movement can be hierarchically tested on a ‘naive’ trajectory against the
actual behaviour of the mover, as represented in the recorded data. At the same
time, introducing randomness to the movement must be managed cautiously, as
it contradicts the ending point condition: the more freedom one allows in the
movement, the more difficult it is to end up at a predetermined point.
In summary, an algorithm should be developed that:
•
•
•
•

is based on the CRW model of movement;
creates individual trajectories in a step-wise manner;
replicates movement patterns of the input data
allows to move towards, and eventually reach, a specific target within a given
time with the minimum necessary corrections, while maintaining the geometric
properties of the observed input trajectories; and
• enables incorporation of spatial context in creating the next step, thus allowing
the mover to take a movement decision in response to the environment it is
exposed to (this point will be considered in more detail in Chapter 6).

5.3 Methodology
5.3.1 Underlying framework
The description of the movement for each step of the trajectory that is being generated, requires selecting the next step’s direction and length. Given a previous
movement state, there might be limitations in the available range of values due to
physical constraints (e.g., the inertia that prevents immediate halts) or biological
capacities (e.g., maximum locomotion speed). These limitations, along with preferences, internal state and spatial context, contribute to a mover’s decision-making
process. Therefore, empirically observed data give a good starting point for extracting the basic characteristics of the movement. The single assumption justifying
this extraction is that the recorded sample sufficiently describes the way the mover
interacts with its environment at the given temporal and spatial scale. The Empirical
Random Trajectory Generator’s key principle is to use empirical, observed trajectory data of single or multiple individuals for acquiring the movement parameters
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informing the generation of multiple, geometrically similar trajectories between two
given endpoints.

Since the distributional characteristics of step length (or speed) and turning angle
will be different in different behavioural states — e.g. faster and more directed
movement during migration, slower and more tortuous movement during foraging —
the raw trajectory data have to be subdivided into segments of homogeneous movement behaviour before generating the empirical movement parameter distributions
used as input for the eRTG. A variety of tools and methods are available for this
purpose [192–196].

On a higher level, the movement model employed in the eRTG is based on the
combination of two probabilities: an origin-repulsiveness, forward-looking one
and a destination-attractiveness, backward-looking one. On a lower level, the
movement itself is reduced to turning angles and step lengths (as basic variables)
and their probability distributions (with persistence and heteroscedasticity as their
characteristics). Step length forms the positive value expressing the distance of
moving from one point to the next. Turning angle refers to the change of direction
between consecutive segments. Due to convention, positive turning angle values
mean a right turn, negative turning angles indicate a left turn.

Table 5.1 summarises the variables used for describing the movement model. The
duration of the movement is derived by the timestamps of the endpoints. Since the
time budget is equally distributed between steps, the number of steps required for
the movement can then be calculated.

The input data’s probability distributions describe the frequency and range of values
that the basic variables can take. The variable persistence R(x) expresses the tendency of each variable to maintain its value: 100 % persistence of speed translates
to cruising at a constant speed, whereas 90 % means that the next speed value is
expected to differ up to 10 % from the current one. The persistence in this implementation refers to the difference between the values in the current and previous
time step (time − lag = 1), here called auto-difference. The heteroscedasticity
between two variables expresses the condition that the variance of one variable is
not uniformly spread across the range of the second variable’s values. A practical
example: the faster a bird flies, the less prone it is to change its direction. When its
speed decreases, sharper turning angles are more likely. The additional variables qD
and qT are used to describe the movement (in terms of distance and turning angle)
from the perspective of the destination point.
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Table 5.1: Variables used in the eRTG

Variable
A, B
n
T
T A, SL, dt, d, b
qD, qT
f (x)
R(x)
S(x, y)
P, Q, Z

Definition
Starting point,ending point
# of points
Original trajectory
Turning angle, step length, time interval, Euclidean
distance, bearing (azimuth)
Euclidean distance and turning angle to destination
Probability density of variable x
Persistence of x with lag = 1 (auto-difference)
Heteroscedasticity between x and y
Forward, backward, total probability

5.3.2 The algorithm
The development of the eRTG based on RTG was done in multiple steps of incremental complication. Adding the probability function in the next-step-selection involves
extraction, fitting and incorporation of movement parameter distributions in the
trajectory generation. The influence of spatial context is added as a layer that defines
avoidance and preference scores, respectively (details to follow in Chapter 6). The
simulation is performed on a two-dimensional plane, using projected coordinates,
angles in radians, and Euclidean distance. The 3-D extension of the algorithm has
been developed by Unterfinger [197].

Calculating the forward probability P

The forward probability P aims to describe movement from the mover’s perspective,
which in its simplest description consists of the starting points, the distance covered
(step length) and the absolute direction of the move (bearing). The latter can be
easily translated to a relative direction (turning angle) given a previous location (and
hence the incoming direction is known). The advantage of using T A over bearing b
is crucial, as T A and SL are closely related (the faster the mover moves, the more
difficult it is for it to make sharp turns), whereas the relationship between SL and b
is more difficult to describe (one can go fast or slow regardless of the bearing).
Calculating f (T A), f (SL) and S(f (T A, SL) requires binning of the data. To select
the bin width, the well established Freedman-Diaconis rule is leveraged, aiming to
minimise the difference between the area under the empirical probability distribution
and the area under the theoretical probability distribution [198]. The density
estimate spreads the mass of the empirical distribution function on a regular grid
and then uses the fast Fourier transform ( [199] to convolve this approximation with
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a discretised version of the kernel. The density at the specified points is calculated
using linear approximation on the discretised version.
The simulation has a single-step memory, meaning the persistence range equals 1;
therefore, each variable’s (V ) current value Vn is only affected by the previous one
Vn−1 , here called auto-difference. The persistence R(SL) and R(T A) is calculated
by fitting a linear model3 to the kernel density estimate4 of each auto-difference to
approximate the underlying probability density.
Once all the movement parameters have been extracted, the normalised P is calculated:
q
P = f (sL) × f (ta) × R(sL) × R(ta),
(5.1)
where P is the product of all the movement parameters’ density functions multiplied by the product of the auto-difference of the two variables. The square root
compensates for the covariance of the two variables.

Creating an unconditional empirical random walk walk

The forward probability P enables the user to create random trajectories with similar
geometric characteristics as the input data, though with only one fixed point (i.e.,
the current point). This ability is the stepping stone for calculating the backward
probability Q. The calculation of Q requires the parameters qD and qT to be
determined in each step lag that is available, from the first one, up to step n − 1. In
essence: How much distance can still be covered given the number of remaining
steps to make in the available time budget? Q should know how far a distance, on
average, the empirical distribution of the movement parameters permit a mover to
cover, given the number of steps still to be simulated. This is central in order to
adjust the strength of the pull towards the endpoint. If the number of remaining
steps do not permit too much lingering based on the movement parameters, Q must
exert strong limitation on the range of the probabilities for P .
Adjusting the power of Q is easier for the last part of the trajectory, as for smaller
lags of remaining time-steps, there are more data points regarding how far the
mover can travel. Considering the extreme cases of lag = 1 and lag = n − 1 helps
to illustrate the problem. In the first case, the observations collected are n − 1,
therefore potentially enough to calculate the statistics of the required movement
parameters. In the second case, only a single measurement exists (the full length of
3
4
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the input trajectory), indicating the total distance the individual can cover in n steps,
providing almost no information to create a density distribution.
In order to overcome this issue, the concept of the unconditional Empirical Random
Walk (uERW) was developed: extending the original trajectory while keeping its
geometric characteristics intact allows deriving multiple estimates of the distance the
mover covers as a function of the number of steps made. By extending a trajectory
of n steps, one can estimate how far a mover can get when performing, e.g. 1,000
times n steps, for which empirically we have only one realisation. This extension
allows the algorithm to estimate the strength of Q.
In order to generate the uERW from the starting point A(x, y), we randomly sample
a pair of turning angle ta and step length sL values from the given probability matrix
and add a white noise shift as an error term. The coordinates of the new point are
then obtained as follows:
xi = xi−1 + cos(bi−1 + ta + Wx ) × (sL + Wy ),
yi = yi−1 + sin(bi−1 + ta + Wx ) × (sL + Wy )

(5.2)

where the x-coordinate of the new point equals the x-coordinate of the last point,
increased by the product of the cosine of the angle, multiplied by the step length.
The angle equals the previous bearing plus the sampled turning angle and the white
noise term for x. The step length equals the sampled step length plus the respective
white noise. The y-coordinate can be read in the same way.
The new point becomes the starting point for the next selection, and the process is
repeated until N points have been generated, where N is a number substantially
larger than the original number of points (in this case, 10 * n).
The resulting unconditional Empirical Random Walk (uERW) is illustrated in blue
colour in Figure 5.1. It has similar movement parameters as the original trajectory
with a larger sample of distances covered for any available time lag, enabling the
calculation of statistics for the qD and qT parameters for all the available lags of the
movement.

Calculating the backward probability Q

The backward probability Q, conceptually speaking, acts as a constant reminder of
the final destination, gradually pulling the mover towards the target at any point
of the trajectory without creating the excessive drift artefact seen in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 5.1: Observed input trajectory (black) vs. unconditional Empirical Random Walk (uERW) (blue) with the same movement properties.
The latter acts as an extended version (10 times the length) of the first,
enabling the user to draw enough samples for the calculation of the
backward probability Q.

Calculating Q requires the extraction of reliable descriptive statistics for the qD
and qT variables for each movement step, which necessitates the step of the uERW
described in the preceding subsection (Figure 5.1).

Given an input trajectory and the uERW the eRTG algorithm extracts the distributions
of the distance and the angle towards the target (Figure 5.2) for each time step
(Figure 5.3 left), creating frequency distributions for both variables. The end product
is a two-dimensional distribution matrix that acts as a probability surface (Figure
5.3 right) selecting of the next point, depending on which step of the movement the
mover is at.

Figure 5.2: Initial step of the calculation of the Q probability. Distribution
derivation and calculation of qT, qD.
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Figure 5.3: Left: Second step of the calculation of Q probability. Creating a global moving
window. Right: Final step for calculation of Q probability. Density estimate extraction for
qT, qD at time t = 6. The black circle around centre A is an indication of the forward
probability P .

Generating the trajectories

Starting from the starting point A, with P and Q calculated, their product Z can be
obtained, representing the total probability surface of the next movement:
Z = P × Q.

(5.3)

The next point of movement pi (xi , yi ) is selected with a sample drawn out of the Z
probability surface, shifted by an error value () to represent the error of measurement during the data collection:

xi = xi−1 + dxz,→Z +  ,→ N

(5.4)

yi = yi−1 + dyz,→Z +  ,→ N

The selected point is used as a starting point for the new selection, and the procedure
continues n-1 times, resulting in the required final trajectory. This step-wise approach
is a key element that enables the user to control the incorporation of randomness,
noise, and spatial context in every point created. Randomness is introduced by
selecting a random point on the product of the P and Q probability surface. The
noise slightly shifts this selected location (measurement error), and the spatial
context can be introduced by adding a probability surface that affects the point
selection in each step, as presented in the following Chapter 6. The overview of the
entire methodology can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Overview of the eRTG methodology.
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5.4 Evaluation
5.4.1 Creating the test cases
Multiple synthetic input trajectories (from here on: ‘template trajectories’) were
created to test the methodology’s performance. Each template carries significantly
different geometric characteristics and generally relates to a physical behaviour of
an animal. Figure 5.5 presents three examples of movement: the first one (5.5A)
has a 99.99 % correlation in the direction of movement and high persistence in
keeping its step length unchanged, resulting in a nearly straight line with a nearly
equidistant step length in each time-step. This example is comparable to a migrating
bird’s movement pattern, which keeps its heading and speed steady. The middle
panel of Figure 5.5 exhibits a meandering movement that resembles the foraging
behaviour, with smaller, variable step lengths and little to no persistence of the
heading — as expected when an animal is searching for food. The step length and
bearing persistence, in this case, was 50 %. The third example, shown in the right
panel of Figure 5.5, imitates a hybrid behaviour of an animal largely moving along
straight segments but occasionally acting opportunistically by altering its speed and
deviating from its route. In this case, the persistence of direction is 80 %, and the
step length persistence is 50 %.

Figure 5.5: Three examples of the synthetic trajectories moving from start (red square)
to endpoint (green arrow) used as input data (i.e., template trajectories) for the eRTG
simulation.

Following the same procedure, 100 template trajectories were created, and for each,
the eRTG was run 100 times. Figure 5.6 shows three of these templates with the
respective ten first generated results. For each of the generated trajectories, an
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evaluation report is compiled, aiming to give the user the right level of confidence
for applying eRTG in each case study. Based on the template trajectory shown in
Figure 5.1, the verification process conducted on 10,000 simulated trajectories as
described in Section 5.4.2.

Figure 5.6: Three template trajectories (black) used to test the eRTG and their generated results
(grey). The red triangle and blue square depict the start and endpoints, respectively.

5.4.2 Verification of the movement parameters
Dead-end occurrences and selection of initial conditions

A dead-end is created when the mover runs out of options for its next step. Since the
eRTG is based on a probabilistic model, the consecutive selection of low probability
combinations of movement parameters is possible. Given this constellation, the
mover might reach a point where the remaining distance to the destination is greater
than its moving capacity. In such a case, the eRTG algorithm cannot draw valid
values for the movement parameters anymore, and thus the movement is halted,
and the trajectory creation process is terminated.
The expected number of dead-ends varies from case to case, but it is generally related
to the degree of variation of the distribution of the movement parameters and the
selection of initial conditions. Given the migration example seen in Figure 4.5 (left),
the mover travels almost at maximum speed, with minor directional adjustment;
therefore, any ‘wrong’ selection of direction will leave very little room for correction.
In contrast, in the foraging case 4.5 (middle), the mover has practically no limitation
in the step selection, even towards completing the simulation. Intuitively, the number
of dead-ends is expected to be significantly higher in the first scenario than in the
second case.
The effect of selecting the initial conditions is a well-discussed point in the simulation
literature [200–202]. Before running any simulation procedure, the initial conditions
need to be set. In the case of the eRTG simulation algorithm, given a starting point
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P1 the initial conditions are limited to the step length and bearing for the point P0 ,
enabling to initiate the auto-difference calculation for the point that follows next.

In order to better assess the impact of the selection of initial conditions on the
trajectory generation process, a sensitivity analysis was carried out. Three scenarios
were used for this assessment, covering the same start and destination location, time
budget, and movement behaviour. The only difference was in the way the initial
values were selected (mean, median, and random) for the step length and the bearing
distributions, respectively. Each of the three scenarios was run 100 times, aiming to
create 1,000 trajectories in each run. The number of successful attempts was counted
and plotted against each other in Figure 5.7. Only minor deviations were observed in
the results, allowing us to conclude that the effect of initial conditions on the number
of dead-ends created is limited, with the median selection option performing slightly
better than the mean selection option. The random scenario performed worse than
the rest, which is explainable if one considers the combination of the limited time
budget and the possibility of selecting an entirely disadvantageous initial direction.
The dead-ends, in this case, were mainly the trajectories that started towards the
opposite rather than the destination direction, and the mover failed to perform a
180-degrees turn while still honouring the movement parameter distributions.

Figure 5.7: The three initial condition scenarios used for sensitivity analysis of
the eRTG.
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Assessing the completed trajectories

The evaluation of a simulation result is commonly based on validation and verification tests [203]. Validation tests contain the fitness for purpose component, meaning
that the outcome of the simulation is good enough to be used for the intended
purpose while at the same time being an accurate representation of the real system. While the first part can be conducted by a single check (number of completed
trajectories, meaning: reaching the intended destination point), the second is by
definition not possible as we have no complete view of the real system that the eRTG
is attempting to replicate. As a reminder of the original motivation of this work: the
ability to allow for emerging behaviours with the chance to get insights otherwise
hidden by the observed data was the main driving power for the development of the
algorithm.
The verification tests aim to assess to what degree the movement parameters of the
input templates have been preserved throughout the trajectory generation process.
Given that each trajectory is random by design and the directional bias applied
on each segment is non-linear, coming up with objective, bulletproof metrics for
similarity is challenging. Hence, three levels of verification have been used. On the
first level, a visual inspection of the statistics of the trajectories is performed, aiming
to identify any apparent outliers in the results. On a second level, an intra-trajectory
comparison of the starting and ending segments for all the results checks for any
unjustified bias. Ultimately, on the third level, a statistical similarity comparison
between the distribution shape of the result against the respective distribution of the
input data should confirm the preservation of movement parameters.
A qualitative way to compare the input/output data
is by superimposing the distributions for both the step length and the turning
angle, as seen in Figure 5.8. If the statistics of the completed trajectories do not
follow the input data, then it is clear that further inspection of the results is needed
before proceeding. The same reasoning was applied on the distribution of the autodifferences. The auto-difference parameter focuses only on time − lag = 1, capturing
the resistance of the variable to change its subsequent value. The boxplots in Figures
5.9 and 5.10 compare the first 100 trajectories (boxplots of auto-differences) against
the mean and standard deviation of the original dataset (blue dashed and dotted
lines, respectively). The overlaid histograms reveal a good match between the input
and output data.
Level 1: Visual inspection.

The visual inspection suggests that the generated trajectories maintain, on average, the geometric characteristics of the input template trajectory, as intended. Given the ‘last minute’, unjustified
Level 2: Controlling starting and ending points for bias.
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Figure 5.8: Histogram of step length distributions (left): The original distribution
(blue) is overlaid on the distribution of generated trajectories (red). Circular
plot of the turning angle distributions (right): The original distribution (blue) is
overlaid on the distribution of generated trajectories (red).

Figure 5.9: Boxplots of the auto-differences of step lengths for the 100 first
simulated trajectories in relation to the original mean (blue dashed line) and
standard deviation (blue dotted lines). The overlaid plots reveal no apparent
discrepancy between input and output data.

stretches noticed in the RTG version of the algorithm (see Figure 4.5), an additional
test was put in place to control for potential bias at the beginning or the end of the
trajectories generated. Figure 5.11 compares the movement parameters of the initial
15 % against the final 15 % moves of the trajectory (practically the end and the
beginning) for all the generated trajectories (boxplots) and the original trajectory’s
(red dot). The verification tests were run on multiple settings, input data, and
temporal resolutions, increasing the confidence in the predictable behaviour of the
algorithm: the results are almost identical for both the beginning and final part of
the trajectory, confirming that the algorithm behaves consistently regardless of the
degrees of freedom available to perform the movement.
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Figure 5.10: Boxplots of the auto-differences of the turning angles for the 100
first simulated trajectories in relation to the original mean (blue dashed line) and
standard deviation (blue dotted lines). The overlaid plots reveal no apparent
discrepancy between input and output data.

Figure 5.11: Comparison of the first against the last 15% of moves for all generated trajectories
(boxplots) to ensure that no bias is present at the beginning and the end of the trajectory. The original
trajectory is represented with a red dot.

Formally expressing the aforementioned visual inspection of the simulation results requires testing if the two distributions are statistically significantly different: assuming two independent samples from similar
distributions, their Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) are expected to be similar. This relationship also holds in inverse direction: by measuring the differences
between the CDFs, the similarity of the distributions, out of which the samples were
drawn, can be assessed. Two similarity hypotheses were defined (Table 5.2), each of
which was accepted or rejected based on the significance value p = 0.05 derived
from a suitable statistical test.
Level 3: Statistical Evaluation.

In order to select the most appropriate evaluation metric from a collection of standard
statistical tests, the different metrics were evaluated for their performance, using
samples of known similarity and control. This performance evaluation was carried
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out on datasets of different statistical distribution, sample size, and degree of
similarity by creating multiple data scenarios.
Table 5.2: The hypotheses used in significance testing.

H0
H1

The two distributions do not differ significantly
The two distributions differ significantly.

The input data scenarios consisted of five reference data samples generated using five
different types of distribution (normal, binomial, Tweedie, Weibull, and von Mises).
For each reference dataset, nine combinations of simulations of varying sample size
(100, 1,000, 10,000 data points) and similarity level (high, moderate, low similarity)
were created. Table 5.3 gives a summary of the data scenarios generated. The
definition of the first two data properties derives from the dataset available in each
case study, whereas the third one was introduced to answer the question: “Does the
degree of the underlying similarity affect the performance of a particular test?”
Data distribution

Sample size

Similarity level

Statistical test

Normal

100

low

t-test independent

Binomial

1,000

moderate

t-test related

Tweedie

10,000

high

Chi-squared

Weibull

Cressie-Read power divergence

von Mises

Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Mann-Whitney rank
Wilcoxon rank-sum & signed-rank
Kruskal-Wallis H

Table 5.3: Properties of the created data scenarios (Columns 1-3) and the statistical tests (Column 4)
assessed with the aim of selecting the most suitable test for evaluating the eRTG.

In total, 45 different input data scenarios were used in the evaluation of statistical
tests. For each of these scenarios, 1,000 instances were created and submitted to
each statistical test for similarity assessment. The result was then compared against
the expected outcome (preselected conditions) and the ∆ between the two was
taken to express the suitability of each test to serve as a metric for the specific data
scenario.
Figure 5.12 illustrates the comparative evaluation result for the scenario where the
data follows a normal distribution and the degree of similarity of the testing dataset
is set to 99 %. The illustration can be read as follows: When comparing datasets
that follow a normal distribution with a sample size of 100, all tests except the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test can consistently detect the similarity. As the sample size
increases, there is a clear deterioration in the quality of the results for almost all
tests. Chi-squared test was more consistent in producing the expected value, with
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test second overall, the Epps–Singleton two-sample test
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Figure 5.12: Plotting the performance of all statistical tests (and expected values)
when comparing datasets that represent the following scenario: normal distribution, high degree of similarity (99 %), sample size between 100 and 10,000.

a close third, and second when the sample size is less than 1,000 data points. It is
important to state here that ranking aside, all tests, except Wilcoxon, did capture
the similarity, as the p-value is consistently lower than 0.05; so, in every case, H0 of
Table 5.2 would be confirmed. Given that this study was empirical, further sources
of information were searched to confirm the results and assist in selecting a suitable
test. According to Slakter [204], the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is more conservative
than Chi-squared, but it treats each observation individually and therefore handles
heterogeneous and small size samples (<50) better. The Chi-squared performs
calculations on binned data, therefore depends significantly on how the sample is
distributed in each bin5,6 . All sources considered, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was
selected as a suitable metric for evaluating the eRTG in the ecological case study
application presented in the following Chapter (6), though depending on the case at
hand, further exploration may be required.
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6

„

Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are
useful.
— George E. P. Box
Statistician

The Empirical Random Trajectory Generator (eRTG) presented in Chapter 5 can
replicate the mover’s behaviour given as input movement parameter distributions
generated from observed trajectory data, but it does so with no contextual awareness.
In this Chapter, the role of spatial context is introduced, and an animal movement
case study is used as a worked example to demonstrate how spatial context can be
integrated into the trajectory generation.

6.1 Motivation
Monitoring how well an animal’s migration strategy adapts to the changing environment is the focus of phenological research [205]. Species that fail to adapt the
timing and geographic footprint of their migration to the changing conditions of their
habitat possess fewer chances of survival [206]. The temporal aspect of bird migration phenology has seen advances, though research on the geographical dimension
has only been prioritised recently [205]. Recent studies based on technologically
advanced sensors, including radar, give new insights into the relationship between
the spatial variability of bird migration and common environmental drivers [207]. At
the same time, climate models predict that by 2050 the Arctic Ocean will be ice-free
each summer7 , opening new spaces for birds to migrate where they have never
been recorded flying before. Predicting their use of space, identifying environmental
drivers, and translating them to geographic gradients requires tools for analysing and
testing hypotheses on a significant amount of data. Since data is either unavailable
(e.g., for possible new migration routes in the Arctic), too expensive or cumbersome
7

https://climate.esa.int/en/projects/sea-ice/news/simulations-suggest-ice-free-ar
ctic-summers-2050/
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to generate, or raises ethical questions8 , simulation, and more specifically trajectory
generation, can be used as an alternative way to help the research community
advance their knowledge.
Hence, in this chapter, the eRTG algorithm is extended by integrating spatial context.
The example of white stork migration is used to demonstrate, in a series of experiments, how spatial context representing environmental variables can be integrated
into the basic algorithm and how this affects the trajectories created by the eRTG.
As previously discussed, a comprehensive validation of the result is by definition not
possible (Section 5.4.2). Therefore, the evaluation in the examples of this chapter
focuses on the verification of the results [203].

6.2 Data
6.2.1 Overview
To demonstrate the potential of the eRTG algorithm, a set of GPS trajectories was
selected, recording individual white storks breeding across Central Europe while
migrating towards their wintering grounds in Africa in autumn and returning in
spring.
The white stork (Ciconia ciconia)9 is arguably one of the easiest to recognise longmigrant bird species due to its approximately 1-metre-long figure, 2-metre wingspan
and pronounced long slim legs that are clearly visible from afar even when airborne.
The latter allows it to move easily in wetlands, where storks find food for themselves
and their young [208–210]. Nowadays, though, the white stork has come under
more pressure, mainly due to the intensification of agriculture, the increase of
drainage and insecticide use, hunting pressure during stopovers and overwintering,
as well as collisions with power lines and wind farms. All of the above call for
protecting suitable breeding and wintering habitats and safe migratory corridors to
move between habitats. The research and conservation community has been active
on the topic, with the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild
Animals attempting to formulate a plan for the species’ conservation10 along the
eastern migration route from their European breeding grounds to their wintering
grounds in middle and southern Africa.
8

https://psmag.com/environment/the-ethics-of-better-animal-tracking
https://g.co/kgs/Hwvake
10
https://www.cms.int/en/convention-text
9
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Despite its large size, the white stork is rather energy-efficient, completing the
4,000–5,000 km trip in three to four weeks. The storks travel eight to ten hours
per day on average and rest for the next 14 to 16 hours [211]. This travel is
possible due to intelligently selecting routes across landscapes with strong winds
(for tailwind support) and thermal uplifts, which assist the birds in reaching the
desired height and then gliding, without the need of flapping their wings (known as
soaring behaviour). The route selection process has not been fully deciphered, and
research is currently being conducted to identify the main drivers through hypotheses
testing and deductive reasoning [208]. Factors such as vegetation intensity, terrain
roughness, population density, presence of coastline, etc. have already entered the
equation describing bird migration, but additional factors such as light pollution, ice
clearance, drainage systems, etc. remain to be potentially included [212, 213].

6.2.2 Data pre-processing
The dataset used for this study consists of GPS records of the species white stork
(Ciconia ciconia), similar to the one presented in Section 4.4. In both cases, the data
is curated and publicly shared by https://www.movebank.org/, an “online platform
that helps researchers manage, share, analyse and archive animal movement data”.
An overview of the data can be seen in Figure 6.1. Working on curated data simplified
significantly the amount of pre-processing needed.

The focus of the study was on the migration of
the species; therefore, only trajectories that covered a latitudinal distance larger
than ≈ 25◦ were considered relevant to migration and qualified for the study. A data
quality check was performed to remove all the trajectories with multiple duplicate
records, large temporal gaps, and inconsistent location information (e.g. sudden
change of continent within the same minute).
Filtering and cleaning of the data.

Given that the migration
journey of a stork takes place over several weeks, the available high-frequency data
(with a time interval in the order of minutes) was down-sampled to hourly intervals
for the first cleaning and then to daily intervals in order to be more compatible with
the scale of the behaviour under study. Each stork’s migratory trip, southbound and
northbound, respectively, was segmented and used as a stand-alone instance while
maintaining the ability to trace it back to the specific individual. Last but not least,
in order to avoid the statistical bias while fitting the linear models capturing the
movement behaviour, all trajectories were tested for keeping stable time intervals
between the GPS records.
Temporal resampling, segmented, and sample balancing.
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Figure 6.1: Data overview: 500,000 records of 36 white storks migrating in
2012–2016.

There is significant research being carried out on how to
condense a data series into easy-to-interpret groups of points (bins), helpful when
dealing with problems caused by categorised continuous variables [214]. The
selection of the bin size affects the simulation at its core, as it affects how the basic
variable (auto)correlations are calculated. The bin width (w) selection for each
variable was calculated based on its interquartile range (IQR(x)) according to the
Freedman-Diaconis rule [198]:
Binning of the data.

w =2×

IQR(x)
√
3
n

(6.1)

The binning of the data for the density estimations of the simulated trajectories was
accomplished based on automatic bandwidth selection in the function bandwidth.nrd
of the MASS package in R [215].

Since migratory behaviour is the main focus
of the study, the recorded white stork data was filtered, as mentioned earlier. Only
trajectories with a latitudinal difference of greater than 25 degrees within the same
Identifying a fit-for-training sample.
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calendar year were selected, denoting that a long-haul flight (migration) took place
at least once.
These trajectories incorporated multiple behaviours, which ought to be disentangled
to yield input data for the eRTG representing homogeneous behaviour. Hard k-means
clustering with k = 2 on the recorded speed returned two clusters: one representing
the migration behaviour used as input for the eRTG and one representing the nonmigratory (e.g., stopover) behaviour, which was omitted, as seen in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Left: Sample observed trajectory of a migrating white stork used in the experiments of
this chapter. Right: The same trajectory after pre-processing, with the non-migratory parts removed,
ready to be used as input (template) in the eRTG.

The context in each of the experiments (Section 6.3) is
introduced as a background raster layer ("BG") either carrying a binary mask or
continuous probabilities PB G for the simulation area. PB G can take values between
0 and 1, denoting no or full contextual attraction to the mover, respectively. The
extent of the PB G raster layer is larger than the expected movement area to ensure
that there will be no location left without a probability value attached. The raster’s
size and resolution may affect the processing time of the simulation. Therefore,
a sensible choice between the grid size, resolution and the average step length is
advised. Once the raster layer is prepared the eRTG is calling the value for each
current location in the Z function (Section 5.3), in order to account for its effect in
the generation of the next step, in the form of a joint probability:
Contextual information.

ZBG = Z ∗ PBG

(6.2)
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6.3 Experiments
6.3.1 Context-agnostic, free-space movement
The first simulation uses a single trajectory (template) as its input (Figure 6.2) and
generates synthetic movement trajectories in free space. The eRTG algorithm bases
the selection of the next step of the mover solely on intrinsic parameters, with no
influence exerted by the environment in which the movement occurs.

Figure 6.3 visualises the first 100 out of 1,000 generated synthetic trajectories (grey lines) based on the template trajectory (red line). The result was
generated in free, unconstrained space and is therefore depicted without spatial
context (left panel), and overlaid on a global map for geographic orientation (right
panel). The majority of the simulated trajectories follow the route of the template
trajectory, with some deviations. However, generated outlier trajectories that deviate
strongly from the template trajectories are visible, too. It should be noted that
according to the evaluation of the basic eRTG algorithm carried out in Section 5.4,
all trajectories can be considered statistically similar to the input template trajectory,
though they may deviate quite substantially, owing to the given ample time budget
available to perform the migration. The density estimation of Figure 6.4 displays
the highest values in the area surrounding the start and the end point, as expected
since all the trajectories have these in common. At the same time, the density values
decrease as they move away from these points, as each agent takes its random
route (Figure 6.4, right), though a weak local concentration is noticeable roughly
along the template trajectory. All density estimates were computed on identical
raster templates by overlaying the simulated results over the raster and counting the
trajectory intersections per raster cell.
Results.

Upon visual inspection, the generated trajectories seem sensible. Visual
inspection revealed no significant dissimilarities between the generated trajectories
and the original ones. Given that the movement takes place in free space without
physical barriers or constraints, the expected outcome is a result close to the RTG
(Figure 4.15) and the BBMM (Figure 2.3) types of probability surfaces. The hypothesis is initially corroborated by the density plot in Figure 6.4 and confirmed by
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results of Figure 6.5. The histogram plots and p-values
suggest substantial similarity between the input and the simulated distributions in
all four metrics: turning angle, step length, and their respective auto-differences.
Evaluation.
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Figure 6.3: Left: Simulation of 100 white stork trajectories (grey lines) derived out of the template
trajectory (red line) based on free-space movement. Right: The same simulated trajectories overlaid
on a map of continent outlines for geographic orientation.

Figure 6.4: Simulation of white stork trajectories based on free-space movement. Left: The template
input trajectory (red) and 1,000 generated trajectories (grey) are visualized as lines. Right: The
respective line density estimation raster.

6.3.2 Context as an avoidance factor
Free movement of agents in space can only be partially
useful for ecology, as many animals have strict restrictions in their movement
repertoire. For example, fish do not commonly move over land, the tree frog can
only jump 150 times its body height, and the white stork avoids crossing over
large bodies of water. A binary attribute (reachable = 1, not reachable = 0) was
introduced to the model to account for these physical limitations and an avoidance
layer mapping the binary values was added. In the eRTG algorithm, the obstacle falls
into the agent’s perception precisely one step before the rule is enforced, leaving
limited space for manoeuvre, as the movement parameters’ distributions are in force.
Incorporating avoidance.
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Figure 6.5: Histograms and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results of the trajectory
simulation based on free-space movement for the movement parameters turning
angle and step length. The p-values do not show a significant difference between
the distributions of observed and simulated data.

In cases where the agent has no option but to violate a given condition to continue
its way, the trajectory is considered to have reached a dead-end and is discarded.

As an example of avoidance behaviour,
large water bodies are used. The global oceanic layer identifies the areas to be
avoided in this experiment. (Figure 6.6). It describes earth surface types (land = 1,
water = 0) and is available in the Natural Earth public domain map dataset11 in a
spatial resolution of 110 x 110 metres. The domain experts considered this resolution
adequate given the tens of thousands of km the individuals covered in the present
case study.
Large water bodies as an avoidance factor.

Figure 6.7A depicts the trajectories generated (grey lines) out of the
template trajectory (red line) given a single rule: The mover must not perform a stop
on a water body. This requirement is fulfilled. The simulated trajectories do not
cross arbitrarily large water bodies. When zooming into the results (Figure 6.7B),
points where a mover marginally managed to jump over water bodies (green arrows)
become visible. Locations where a mover had to redirect itself to remain compliant
with the simulation rule are also shown (red arrows). Lastly, Figure 6.7C displays
the same area of interest for the free-space movement simulation (seen in Figure
Results.

11
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Figure 6.6: The oceanic data layer used for this study as an avoidance layer is
publicly available at Natural Earth as a public domain map dataset11 .

Figure 6.7: A: Trajectory simulations (grey lines) based on the input trajectory
(red) and using water bodies as avoidance layer. B: Focus on decision-making
points. The green arrows denote the movers that marginally managed to jump
over water bodies. The red arrows indicate cases where a mover had to redirect
itself to remain compliant with the avoidance constraint. C: For comparison, the
result of the free-space movement simulation (cf. Figure 6.3) within the same area
of interest.

6.3) for direct comparison of the simulation approaches. Comparing between the
constrained (B) and the unconstrained (C) trajectory simulation clearly shows that
the constrained movement has been channelled to stay on land, thus exhibiting less
lateral deviation from the template trajectory.
The density surface in Figure 6.8 is estimated according to the results seen in
Figure 6.7A. The pattern indicates a preferred route due to avoidance of water
bodies, manifested in the higher density values, leading from Kenya, Ethiopia,
Sudan, Egypt, Israel, Turkey, Ukraine to Poland. The Mediterranean Sea has
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Figure 6.8: Density estimation of the trajectories generated based on the avoidance factor: large water bodies.

the lowest density values. However, some Mediterranean islands such as Sardinia and Corsica serve as stepping stones to cross the Mediterranean Sea and
have higher density values. Additionally, it is worth noting that both the known
northern migratory corridor (Poland––Ukraine––Turkey) and the southern corridor
(Turkey––Syria––Israel––Egypt––Sudan––Ethiopia––Kenya) appeared clearly in the
results. Thus, the results suggest that the avoidance of water is one of the key
contextual factors constraining the migratory movement of white storks.

Regardless of introducing additional bias in the trajectory generation
(avoidance of water bodies), the similarity between the input/output trajectories
remained high. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test suggests no significant difference
when comparing the input and output movement parameter distributions against
each other (Figure 6.9).
Evaluation.

6.3.3 Context as an attraction factor
The limited context-awareness of the agent introduced in the preceding section
allows for basic obstacle avoidance without capturing the agent-context interaction
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Figure 6.9: Histograms and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results of the trajectory
simulations based on the avoidance layer of large water bodies for the metrics of
turning angle, step length and their respective auto-differences.

adequately, since it does not account for the mover’s preference, that is, its attraction
to certain contextual factors. The preference mechanism in the eRTG is based on
user-defined attraction raster layers carrying a ratio-scaled value ranging from 0 to 1.
The attraction score reflects the inclination of the mover to move towards a specific
point (cell) of the layer, with 0 being unattractive (akin to the avoidance factor seen
in Section 6.3.2) and 1 denoting maximal attraction. The attraction score (a) of
each cell is factored into the calculation of the total probability Z (Equation 6.3):
Za = Z ∗ a

(6.3)

Below, the effect of adding attraction factors is demonstrated on the example of two
contextual variables of the physical environment: greenness index and drainage
density.

Greenness index

Greenness as an indicator of the live green vegetation available to an animal has
been identified as one of the indicators of potential foraging sites [208], both for
herbivores and carnivores feeding on herbivores. In practice, the greenness of the
vegetation is routinely represented by the Normalised Difference Vegetation Index
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(NDVI). This experiment focuses on migration behaviour, which might be affected by
vegetation availability. Thus, we are interested in evaluating the utility of the eRTG
in testing such a hypothesis.

The vegetation layer used for mapping the attraction layer is
called the NDVI greenness. It is calculated using data collected over the study period
(2012) by the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) aboard
NASA’s Terra satellite [216]. NDVI is a robust, empirical measure of vegetation
activity on land surfaces, designed to enhance the vegetation signal from measured
spectral responses by combining multiple wavebands, often in the red (0.6–0.7 mm)
and near-infrared wavelengths (0.7–1.1 mm). The healthier and larger the leaves
on a plant, the more near-infrared energy is reflected and transmitted to the satellite
sensor.
Attraction layer.

Figure 6.10: Overview of the average Normalised Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI) from February to May 2012. All values less than 0.02 have been set to 0 to
remove scarce vegetation footprints.

The accuracy of the NDVI is susceptible to factors beyond the scope of this study, such
as the fluctuation in solar irradiance, atmospheric conditions, or the characteristics
of the available canopy. For the purposes of studies like this one, however, the NDVI
can provide a solid indication of vegetationless land cover (values of 0–0.2), and a
good enough indication of the intensity of the vegetation (0.20–1). The first cluster
was assigned the value of 0 in the preference layer, the second a relative probability
reflecting the NDVI value: the higher the preference value, the more probable it
is for the specific cell to be selected by the mover. Figure 6.10 shows the average
NDVI covering the three months of the study data. The resolution of this raster layer
follows the water bodies template.
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Figure 6.11 illustrates the 25 first context-aware trajectories generated
with NDVI as the attraction factor. The simulated trajectories do not show a distinct
preferred migration pattern but vary significantly, with western routes via Tunisia
and the Mediterranean islands of Corsica and Sardinia; central routes via Egypt,
Israel, Turkey and the Balkans; and eastern routes via Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Iraq,
Turkey and Ukraine. In this case, smaller patches of vegetation are used as stepping
stones in regions with otherwise little to no vegetation.
Results.

Figure 6.11: Trajectory simulations (grey lines) based on the input trajectory (red) with the NDVI
as the attraction layer. Results are overlaid on the NDVI (left) and on a map with continent outlines
(right).

The density estimation of these results reveals two preferred simulation routes: from
Kenya, Yemen and Saudi Arabia towards Turkey, the Balkans and Poland; and from
Kenya and Libya to Greece, the Balkans and Poland (Figure 6.12).

A close visual inspection of the individual trajectories, together with
the results of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Figure 6.13), suggests high confidence
on the credibility of the results, as the simulated trajectories maintain high similarity
in movement metrics compared to the observed ones.
Evaluation.

Drainage density

River deltas are a popular stopover amongst migratory birds. The increased biomassto-water ratio found in these areas results from the substantial amount of nutrients
being transferred by the rivers to shallow waters, plus high sun exposure. However,
do birds follow the river all the way to the delta? Moreover, if so, do they also use it
for navigation on the way back? Such questions led to using the river network as an
attraction layer for the final experiment of this chapter.
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Figure 6.12: Density estimation of the trajectories generated based on
the NDVI as the attraction factor.

The river network for this experiment is represented by a critical
drainage density map (Figure 6.14 left), derived from a large-scale river delineation
process, conditioned to digital elevation and hydrological models in a study conducted by Schneider et al. [217]. In that study, the authors divided the calculated
drainage density layer (as the sum of the total river length) inside a cell by the cell’s
land area (excluding the ocean fraction) [217]. The resolution of this raster layer
follows the water bodies template.
Attraction layer.

Figure 6.14 (right) presents the trajectories of 100 ‘river-attracted’ agents
moving from the given start to the given end point. The saltwater rule is still
suggested (given the low drainage density values near and in the sea), but not
completely forbidden as in the first experiment (6.3.1).
Results.

The simulation results with the river network as attraction factor (Figure 6.14 right) present no apparent bias, though the effect of the water body rule is
apparent. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (see Figure 6.15) returns strongly positive
results, with the p-values on par with the water avoidance experiment (Section
6.3.2. In both the turning angle and the step length distribution, no significant
geometric bias is detected. The density presented in Figure 6.16 identifies the comEvaluation.
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Figure 6.13: Historgrams and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results of the trajectory
simulation based on the NDVI as the attraction factor for the metrics of turning angle and step length, respectively. The p-values do not show a significant difference
between the distributions of observed and simulated data.

mon Poland––Ukraine––Turkey––Syria––Israel––Egypt––Sudan––Ethiopia––Kenya
passage.

Figure 6.14: Left: The drainage density layer as calculated by Schneider et al. (2017) [217]. The
darker the shading, the higher the river length per unit land area. Right: Trajectory simulations (grey
lines) based on the input trajectory (red) and the river network as the attraction layer.
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Figure 6.15: Histograms and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results of the trajectory
simulation based on the river network as the attraction factor for the metrics of
turning angle and step length, respectively. The p-values do not show a significant
difference between the distributions of observed and simulated data.

6.3.4 Comparing the results
Comparing the four simulation scenarios (free-space movement, water body avoidance, greenness index attraction, drainage density attraction) could give the user
insightful information regarding which contextual factor is more likely to affect
the birds’ migration pathway selection. In order to perform this comparison, a
100 x 100 km resolution grid was created and used as a reference, as shown in
Figure 6.17(i). The frequency counts per grid cell were then obtained by intersecting
the created trajectories of each scenario with the reference grid. Each intersection of
a cell with the original trajectory increases that cell’s frequency by 1, irrespective
of the length of the line segment in the intersection. For every two consecutive
locations, all the cells along a straight-line connection were considered as visited.
Additionally, the start and end point were the only two points excluded from this
exercise as all trajectories have these two in common. The frequency profiles for all
simulation scenarios are depicted in Figure 6.17(ii).

In this type of profile, a higher number of intersections hints at a stronger positive
correlation between the contextual factor and the migratory behaviour of the bird.
The unconstrained profile acts as a baseline indicating the average number of
intersections without considering the context. Anything lower than the reference
profile hints at a negative correlation between the specific contextual factor and the
migration behaviour of the bird.
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Figure 6.16: Density estimation of the trajectories generated based on the river
network as the attraction layer.

Given that the trajectories were generated using a CRW, the absolute number of
the intersections is not expected to provide conclusive ecological insight. However,
the comparison of the frequency count profiles, when seen on the map, provides
multiple starting points for discussion. Starting with the overall view: all contextaware results picked up parts of the movement preference of the stork (peaks), in
contrast to the unconstrained walk, which shows no clear tendency towards the
original trajectory, apart from the area around the two endpoints. Considering that
the unconstrained walk is closer to the RW diffusion principle than the rest of the
simulation scenarios, a uniform (±SD) likelihood of cell selection was expected.
The water body result intuitively peaks at the locations where large water bodies (sea)
are within the vicinity. By decreasing the likelihood of the sea cells to be selected
during the trajectory generation process, the likelihood of land cells increases,
explaining the two peaks seen in the profile graph of Figure 6.17(ii).
The river network profile peaks where rivers are mostly present and reaches a maximum value over the river Nile, comparably to the water bodies case. Simultaneously,
some unexpected valleys appear between the 20th and 30th step segment which
require further exploration (avoidance behaviour, lack of rivers, alternative dominant
attraction factor) before attempting an explanation.
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Figure 6.17: (i) Grid with frequency counts per grid cell for the NDVI scenario, with the template
trajectory overlaid in yellow. (ii) Profiles of the original trajectory extracted from the frequency grids
for each simulation scenario. Labels A, B, C denote corresponding locations in the map and the profile
view, respectively.

In the NDVI result, which is shown in the map view of Figure 6.17(i), we see a
similar picture in the profile graphs as for the large water bodies and the river
network: peaks occur in locations where the attraction factor is stronger (in this
case higher NDVI index values). Interestingly, the frequency count drops to almost 0
in an area where vegetation is significantly present (between point C and the end of
the trajectory), as seen in Figure 6.17(ii).
Taking a closer look at the area of Southern Egypt – Northern Sudan, denoted by
the letter A in Figure 6.17(i), the river drainage network around Lake Nasser, one
of the largest artificial lakes in the world seems to affect the migration of birds. In
Istanbul (location B), the migratory bird needs to pass between continents in order
to continue its migration, so naturally, the water body avoidance factor scores a
higher frequency than before, together with the NDVI and river network factors,
both of which are quite rich in the specific area. At location C, over Romanian and
Ukrainian territory, the river network and NDVI are more homogeneous, and there
is no large water body in the vicinity; therefore, none of the three factors affected
the navigation of the bird noticeably, giving the edge to the simple unconstrained
behaviour scenario. Such observations suggest further research on (a) the creation
of an adaptive/hybrid contextual layer and (b) the addition of more contextual
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factors that better correlate with the storks’ movement (especially in areas where
the currently used factors did not sufficiently control the movement, such as in the
area around location C).
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7

Discussion

„

PICARD: That’s all?
DATA: Yes, sir.
PICARD: Run it again.
— scene from “Star Trek”
(Next Generation)

7.1 Placing this thesis in context
Now more than ever, the democratisation of technology has equipped ecologists with
the means to collect unprecedented geospatial and contextual data. Cloud-deployed
analytical solutions enable a single university node to handle an infinite amount of
data on a broad range of themes. Adding to this, the richness of open-source software
suites offers sophisticated statistical tools with minimum scripting requirements. At
the same time, this seems insufficient for halting the biodiversity decline rate:
“The overwhelming evidence of Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity
and Ecosystem Services Global Assessment (IPBES), from a wide range of different fields
of knowledge, presents an ominous picture,” said IPBES Chair, Sir Robert Watson 12 .
“The health of ecosystems on which we and all other species depend is deteriorating more
rapidly than ever. We are eroding the very foundations of our economies, livelihoods,
food security, health and quality of life worldwide.”
The oxymoron that more data and technology accompany less success in conservation can be attributed to points anywhere between the data gathering and the
implementation of the conversation efforts. However, it is fair to assume that policymakers must receive ecologically informed advice from domain experts, which
requires developing a deep ecological understanding of each domain and species.
The ecological knowledge focuses on understanding patterns found in nature, and
this requires a combination of inductive (hard) and deductive (soft) inference
12

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/blog/2019/05/nature-decline-unpreceden
ted-report/
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methods for knowledge generation. The first is evidence-based: given observed data,
a generic model is constructed that expresses the rule and handles the uncertainties,
whereas the second is based on falsifying as many hypotheses as possible until a
valid argument or conclusion is reached.

This thesis strives to directly act as an enabler of the soft inference, helping to answer
questions such as: Is the movement of an animal sensitive to a specific change in its
environment? and Where could the animal have been, when not observed? However,
the thesis should also indirectly contribute to strong inference by helping to form
naive predictions during the initial exploration of a phenomenon that may not be a
theory yet to test [218].

It should be clearly stated that this thesis has not produced any ecological insight,
as the hypotheses tested served only for evaluation and demonstration purposes.
Indeed, in the context of an Empirical Random Trajectory Generator (eRTG), various
simulation concepts, paradigms and methods were explored, tested and utilised to
extend further the use of the correlated, biased, reinforced random walk.

The core differentiation between eRTG and the orchestra of RW-based algorithms is
that the former captures elements of the unknown processes that force the mover to
move towards their destination. Navigational efficiency has always been a predictive,
forward-looking exercise in the RW models; eRTG introduces a deductive, backwardlooking element, encouraging the user to test hypotheses on locomotion, context
interaction, taxis, etc. and observe the emerging movement and space-use patterns
on an individual and population level.

The result was a movement ecology testbed, based on the distribution statistics
of movement variables and subject to a light, destination-based directional (i.e.,
gravitational) bias. The intuitive use of the testbed enables the ecologist to control a
movement experiment without necessarily needing to own the respective simulation,
geographical or statistical experience.

By using the example of the white stork migration seen in Chapter 6, which relies on
just a few trajectories of migrating individuals, the researcher can explore how an
entire population of similar storks might migrate, extract the densities of space-use
and compare the results to the densities created by applying a contextual factor,
as seen, for instance, with the vegetation and river index. Based on the identified
differences, new hypotheses can be formulated, either by including new factors or
by forming a different meaningful combination of the factors currently under study
to explain the results of the respective study.
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In the following section, the outcomes of this thesis regarding the research objectives
are discussed.

7.1 Placing this thesis in context
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7.2 Discussing the research objectives
7.2.1 Conceptualising the simulation framework
Objective 1: Develop an integrated simulation approach that allows covering all
components of the conceptual framework of [55], and their interactions.

This thesis introduced a novel, hybrid conceptual simulation framework (Chapter
3) for developing a range of movement modelling methods in close relationship to
the respective ecological paradigm by Nathan et al. [55], emphasising the direct
relationship between the elements of the two. As shown in Figure 7.1, the proposed
conceptual simulation framework picks up the key components of the paradigm
by Nathan et al. and integrates these into the simulation workflow. Thus, using
the paradigm of [55] as a reference guide, it was possible to build the theoretical
foundation used in the Random Trajectory Generator (RTG) of Chapter 4 and the
Empirical Random Trajectory Generator (eRTG) of Chapter 5 while limiting the
ad-hoc assumptions [219] used in building these simulators.
From the perspective of the simulation architecture used, the proposed simulation
framework is hybrid since different processes are delegated to individual simulation models relying on different paradigms (Figure 3.6). Agent-Based Modelling
(ABM) is the core orchestrator of the framework, triggering the other modelling
components when necessary and performing the detailed simulation on each agent.
The Discrete Event Simulations (DES) model focuses more on passive contextual
changes. System Dynamics (SD) run on two levels: first as sub-models, adjusting
the needs and behaviour of each agent and second as a population balance control
mechanism, which decides the age of each new agent, therefore indirectly affecting
its capabilities.
By separating the static from the dynamic part of the simulation framework and by
walking through cases of increasing complexity in Section 3.3, insights into the three
models of simulations became apparent, as discussed below.
Paradigm 1: System Dynamics. SD describes, relatively intuitively, any flow-based
structure, be it on a micro-scale such as the motivation, energy consumption, and
general preference of an agent, or a macro-scale such as population dynamics. The
result of an SD simulation connects a parameter to a systemic fluctuating behaviour
developed over time, instead of delivering a single forecast value for a given point in
time. For example, more predators lead to more kills, which eventually means less
food for the predators, leading to a decrease in their population.
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Figure 7.1: Mapping of the ecological paradigm of [55] (left; cf. Figure 2.4) to the static part
of the simulation framework (right; cf. Figure 3.5). Numbers shown in the two sub-figures
serve to relate the essential components of the model of [55] to the conceptual simulation
framework proposed in this thesis.

Paradigm 2: Discrete Event Simulations. DES allows for a relatively strong
decision-making process, as it can be mathematically validated, and it gives the
powerful ability to answer "what if" questions, allowing even a non-domain expert
to follow the decision process. At the same time, adding many rule-based decision
layers turns this advantage into a rather complex setup that even an expert might
find challenging to connect to a physical/natural process directly.
Paradigm 3: Agent-Based Modelling. ABM has two main advantages over the
other techniques. First, it inherently provides a ‘natural’ description of a system
involving animate movers, making it very easy for the user to relate to. Perhaps even
more importantly, it allows unobserved patterns to emerge, leading to ecological
insights or facilitating the development of hypotheses.
Regarding possible synergies among the simulation model paradigms, the following
observations can be made:
• There is a lack of a single best answer for all ecological questions regarding selecting the appropriate simulation framework. Therefore, maintaining
flexibility within the framework is important, leading to our hybrid, modular
approach.
• All types of modelling can complete any task, though some introduce more
complexity in the implementation than others for the same result, favouring a
hybrid approach.
• Evaluating a hybrid model is statistically more challenging than evaluating a
single-breed one due to the difficulty of isolating the effects of the individual
components. Also, the combined uncertainty inherent to the simulation results
is different from the sum of individual uncertainties.
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The proposed hybrid simulation framework (Figure 3.6) aims to be utilised in
the intersection of Ecology, Geography, and Information Science. By strengthening
interdisciplinary collaboration, ideas can be tested to reveal key processes underlying
movement and touch upon evolutionary, and life history strategy questions [136].

7.2.2 Creating possible trajectories with known endpoints
Objective 2: Develop a simulation approach that allows to connect two known locations, possibly separated by a large spatial and temporal distance, by generating
ecologically possible trajectories which comply with the physical limitations of the mover
and carry the least statistical bias possible.

Chapter 4 introduced the Random Trajectory Generator (RTG), a novel algorithm
[190] to create a random trajectory connecting two endpoints, given a specific
physical capacity (i.e., maximum speed) and time budget, and to perform this task
both on the Euclidean plane and on the sphere. Various existing approaches for
creating trajectories that comply with the technical requirements were reviewed
prior to the development of the proposed model. The Biased Correlated Random
Walk (BCRW), Space-Time Prism (STP) and Brownian Bridges Model of Movement
(BBMM) were found to be the most suitable candidates for the purposes of Research
Objective 2. Therefore, we used these approaches as a basis for the methodological
part of the RTG.
The most important advantage of the RTG over all other types of random walks is
handling predefined starting and ending points, given a specific time budget. This
ability instantly increases the number of applications this algorithm can facilitate as
it can create a connection between any two points, such as is needed in gap-filling
tasks, when for example, the quality of the tracking data is low. In comparison, the
STP addresses the known endpoints and time budget [100], but it does not provide
any information for the space-use inside it. Thus, the probability density surface
inside the STP is uniform, meaning that any point within the prism has the same
chance of being visited while moving from the start to the destination, an assumption
that is not optimal in cases where the focus is on the interaction of a species with its
environment [220, 221]. The BBMM [117, 118], on the other hand, does provide the
user with a density surface as a result, but it does not create an individual trajectory,
and therefore benefits less studies that focus on dispersal, colonisation [41], and
interaction among individuals.
The RTG is limited in terms of its degree of extensibility. In particular, the facilities
available to condition the movement model are still limited to only two user-defined
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parameters: the (maximum) speed of the mover and the available time budget to
perform the movement. Thus, the simulation is restricted to generating possible
trajectories rather than probable trajectories, conditioned by the probabilities of
speed and directional variations of the movement of actual individuals belonging to
a particular species. This additional requirement (engrained in Research Objective
3) thus later led to the development of the eRTG in Chapter 5.

Nevertheless, despite its limitations, we believe that the RTG can find many suitable
applications in practice. Typical cases for the usage of the RTG are any cases where
two points in space and time (i.e., an origin and a destination) are all the researcher
has at hand, and important decisions must be made efficiently.

An example of such cases where the RTG is a perfectly suitable solution is illustrated
in Figure 7.2, which uses bird ringing data, typically only two locations, an origin
(the ringing location) and a destination (the recovery location) are known. In
this figure, the potential of avian influenza spread by two specific duck species is
represented by straight lines connecting ringing and recovery locations of each duck.
Ringing, in this case, is the first capture where an animal found was virus-free, and
the recovery is the second capture where the animal was tested positive for the
virus. Using the RTG, in this case, could support any counter-influenza measures
and decisions by creating a more realistic probability map, given that the straight
lines used in Figure 7.2 substantially misrepresent the actual movement of the birds
between the two known endpoints.

In a second example, Figure 7.3 lists a wealth of unique historic ringing observations
that remain only partially utilised to date. With no information in-between the
observation points, it is challenging to understand individuals’ space-use, let alone to
draw conclusions on a population level and thus develop a successful conservation
plan. Such cases could benefit from the RTG, as it enables delivering trajectories
connecting two spatio-temporal points with the least bias possible.

In related work, Kuijpers and Technitis [223] have developed a method to compute the so-called Potential Path Area (PPA) on the sphere, hence determining the
potential locations that could have possibly been visited by a mover in large-scale
movement on the surface of the Earth. Using the RTG, for which a spherical solution
also exists, individual trajectories and trajectory density surfaces could be generated
within the spherical PPA. The method of Kuijpers and Technitis can be applied to
continental and intercontinental scale movement, such as bird migration or the
generation of the paths of adrift containers on the oceans.
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Figure 7.2: Recoveries of individuals belonging to two duck species (Anas and Athya in a
combined data set) ringed in Denmark to show the potential of these species for spreading avian
influenza. The lines connect the ringing and recovery locations, respectively [65].

Finally, the RTG algorithm has also been implemented in MoveTk13 , a C++ library
offering various functions of computational movement analysis. The library has
been developed as part of a collaboration between HERE Technologies, Eindhoven
University of Technology and Utrecht University under the Commit2Data program.

13
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Figure 7.3: Historical development of ringing in Europe: EURING Data Bank (EDB) holdings by
ringing scheme and 20-year period. Numbers of recovery records held by the EDB in June 2015.
This includes all birds recovered dead or injured together with recaptures and re-sightings more
than 10 km from the original ringing location. Initial ringing records and live recaptures close to
the ringing location are excluded [222].

7.2.3 Creating probable trajectories with known endpoints
Objective 3: Advance from “ecologically possible trajectories” to ecologically realistic
trajectories: Develop statistical methods to empirically add realistic behaviour in the set
of trajectories that connect two locations.

As mentioned before, the RTG algorithm is restricted to using a constant speed
value to generate the trajectories. However, in reality, the speed of movement
and the directional development of a trajectory will vary in species-specific and
behaviour-specific ways (e.g., the variation of speed and directional change will be
different during foraging or migration movements, respectively). Hence, Chapter 5
introduced the Empirical Random Trajectory Generator (eRTG), an algorithm that
relies on the empirical frequency distributions of speed and turning angle extracted
from observed tracking data representing a particular species and behaviour. The
core eRTG algorithm proceeds in two steps: First, the input behaviour from the
observed trajectories is pre-processed into a template trajectory whose geometric
characteristics are used to calculate the forward-looking probability (P). Second, a
longer, undirected correlated random walk is created based on P, and the parameters
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needed to calculate the backward-looking probability are set to (Q) to ensure that
the mover reaches the predefined destination.
The eRTG algorithm can deliver trajectories with random variations, which are
statistically similar to the observed trajectories, for testing ecological hypotheses,
e.g. regarding the influence of spatial contextual factors on particular behaviours.
The generated trajectories manifest possible movement (as RTG does), and probable
movement, and hence trajectories that are ‘realistic’ in the sense of reproducing the
statistical geometric properties of real trajectories.
The capability of generating individual trajectories is beneficial in studies that look
beyond species or meta-population levels, as they require methods that enable
movement inference both at the individual and aggregated levels [41, 154]. This
information is especially useful for understanding migratory connectivity and population regulation, and critical in cases in which the migratory corridor (routes
connecting summer and winter habitats) is narrow, therefore important to be protected to ensure the population’s survival [224].
The ring data of barn swallows seen in Figure 7.4 show the locations in which
the individual animal was observed but carry no information about the movement
between the capture and recapture locations of the bird, making it challenging to
locate where the ecological corridor of this species has been for the past years. Using
these historical data as input data for the eRTG, in combination with recent higher
frequency observed trajectories, such as those found in https://www.movebank.org
/ will allow the researcher to generate trajectories that connect the capture-recapture
locations (connectivity mapping), shedding some light on the probable locations of
the ecological corridor.
Van Toor et al. [191] extended the connectivity mapping with the eRTG, by combining it with environment-informed suitability models for the case of bar-headed goose
migration. The suitability models were used to assess the ecological plausibility of
each trajectory and select the ones with positive fitness to be used as relevant null
models for animal movement (Figure 7.5).
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Figure 7.4: Geographic locations of recoveries of barn swallows (Hirundo rustica) ringed in
Scandinavia (green) and Finland (red), respectively, showing pronounced differences in the
number of recoveries between Western and Eastern Europe and between Europe and sub-Saharan
Africa, respectively [65].

7.2.4 Contextualising the movement
Objective 4: Embed context to refine the empirically informed and modelled movement
further.

The basic eRTG algorithm can generate statistically similar trajectories to real,
observed trajectories in their speed and geometric characteristics, which can thus be
termed ‘ecologically realistic’. However, the degree of realism is still limited because
the facilitators and inhibitors of movement imposed by the spatial context are not
taken into account. The two steps of the basic eRTG algorithm can be extended by
including a third step, whereby the spatial context is taken into account in the form
of a probability surface to adjust the final selection of the successive displacement
accordingly.
Chapter 6 showcased the gradual incorporation of the spatial context in the trajectory
generation process. The background information was omitted in the first stage,
allowing the agents to move freely in space (representing the basic eRTG). In a
second stage, a binary option (water = 0, land = 1) was created to allow the
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Figure 7.5: Illustration taken from Van Toor et al. [191]: Shown are only tracks
with positive fitness, and the colouring illustrates the density of tracks. Blue polygons
illustrate the native breeding range, green polygons the native wintering range of the
species.

agents to stop only over land, avoiding all the large water bodies. The third stage
introduced the preference [0 to 1] of the mover showcased in two examples, one with
a vegetation index and one with the river drainage network as attraction elements.
The assumption in both cases was that the higher the (vegetation or water) index,
the more attractive the location would be as a stop (point). The addition of spatial
context as a probability surface allows for easy addition of external factors, at least
on an algorithmic level, allowing the user to focus on the challenging ecological side
of the work.
Unterfinger [197] extended the contextual awareness and dimensions of the eRTG
by introducing movement in the third dimension (eRTG3D) for mapping the collision
probabilities between migrating Storks and planes arriving at or departing from
Zurich Airport, Switzerland (Figure: 7.6. In order to replicate the 3D movement, two
movement behaviours were employed (soaring, gliding), and a rule-based trigger
was developed based on the underlying uplift suitability map: if thermal lift exists,
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then the soaring behaviour is triggered; otherwise gliding mode is activated. This
significant expansion of the eRTG opens the door for applications towards (a) case
studies that deal with very high-frequency flying or diving data and (b) extending
the transition probabilities that mediate between movement modes, to include
environmental conditions, in a state-space manner [225]. Unterfinger’s effort is
published in the R package eRTG3D available on CRAN (https://CRAN.R-project
.org/package=eRTG3D).

Figure 7.6: An illustration taken from Unterfinger’s work [197]: 10 simulation examples and a subset
of 50 flight trails per flight corridor at Zurich Airport.

7.3 Answering the main research question
Research Question: How can we best model movement and context in a simulation
framework to better assist in ecological knowledge acquisition?

The motivation of this research was to find ways to model movement, in the form
of simulated trajectories, for use in behavioural movement experiments. Given the
ecological perspective of this work, my starting point was to design a simulation
modelling framework compatible with the requirements of movement ecology. The
proposed hybrid framework became the foundation of the movement model developed, named Empirical Random Trajectory Generator (eRTG). While reviewing
methods applied in different domains (time geography, physics, gravitational field
simulations, etc.) to use as a potential base model for my work, two fundamental
questions kept resurfacing: How can the balance between local and global bias be
controlled? And then, how can similar trajectories be created with the exact same
endpoints? I selected the Random Walk (RW) as a base movement model due to
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its simplicity, transparency, and extensibility. It is easy to incorporate increasing
complexity into the basic version of the RW model, starting from a simple RW, to a
correlated RW, drifted RW, and finally reinforced RW. The RW model requires no
magic numbers in order to be utilised, thus limiting the risk for black-box parts in
the methodology, and it can support fundamental mathematical extensions of the
basic model, for a wide range of applications, from obstacle avoidance [226, 227] to
swarm intelligence [228].
Kareiva and Shigesada’s confirmation that random walks can be used to investigate
an individual’s change of behaviour given a change in its environment [68] formed
the backbone of this thesis:
“It may be especially fruitful to investigate the foraging or searching movements of
animals as CRWs whose parameters (moving angle or length) depend on local ecological
conditions. Thus, for example, an organism might always move randomly, but with
sharper angles in the presence of food resources.” [68]
Comparing the observed trajectory with a random trajectory that the animal could
have taken is the first hint towards a behavioural preference and, therefore, the first
step in understanding an animal’s reasoning. Transforming the hint into sound ecological hypothesis testing entails creating and cross-validating numerous trajectories.
The more detailed the hypothesis, the more realistic the generated data has to be,
with ‘realistic’ in this context, meaning the ability to relate the generated data to the
physical choices of the mover.
To increase the ecological interpretability of the proposed simulation algorithms
(RTG, and particularly eRTG), the design of the algorithms was based on the development of a conceptual simulation framework, which in turn was grounded in
an ecological paradigm [55]. This grounding meant that the movement ecology
processes were closely followed in the point creation process (possible, probable
movements), and the simulated behaviour was extracted from observed trajectories.
One of the core modelling decisions that was made early on was to find the best
way to apply bias to a moving object while best preserving its freedom of choice.
In essence thisboils down to the question: How can we ensure that the mover will
end up in the required location without applying artificial force? Bias and freedom
are complementary concepts, as removing one adds more of the other. Accordingly,
applying the least bias possible maximises the available freedom of choice. If the
freedom of choice is replaced by ‘randomness’, then my finding can be summarised
in a single sentence:
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Randomness is best preserved when the application of bias is evenly or randomly
distributed along the trajectory in the generating process.

More specifically, given that the mover eventually needs to reach a specific destination, the introduction of bias is inevitable. When the application of the bias is not
curated, unrealistic results may be returned, as seen in Figure 4.5. When quantifying the necessary bias and randomising its effect in time, it performs significantly
better, as shown in Figure 4.7. Nevertheless, ultimately, extracting the bias from the
observed trajectory and applying it to be distributed to all generational processes (as
is explained in the calculation of the Q probability in Section 5.3.2) delivers the best
results achieved in incorporating the bias in a more natural and explainable way.

The application of this method is sufficiently generic to be transferred to and further tested on real ecological questions. Dynamic spatial context can be added in
sequential discrete events, and multiple movement modes can be facilitated with
simple stochastic or state-space models, as seen in [191, 197]. From a GIScience
perspective, the eRTG can be used in combination and extend standard methods
such as the Brownian Bridges Model of Movement and the Space-Time Prism. In the
first case, the eRTG can be used to calibrate the spread of the visit probabilities given
an input behaviour, while in the second, it can be used to introduce a probability
surface inside the STP defined boundaries.

7.4 Limitations
The limitations of the RTG algorithm have already been mentioned in Section 7.2.2
as they were the starting point for developing the eRTG algorithm. The following
discussion, therefore, concentrates on the limitations of the eRTG algorithm.

Extensive testing of the algorithm revealed some limitations and assumptions of the
process. First and foremost, depending on the sinuosity of the input trajectory, the
contextual rules enforced, and the time budget restrictions, the agent is trapped
at times in the digital dead-end described in Section 5.4.2, not being able to reach
the destination under its given movement behaviour. The latter is operationally not
critical because running more instances of the eRTG delivers the desired number
of results. However, revisiting the ability of the agent to adapt (by changing its
behaviour distribution based on the geometric characteristics) and introducing
vicinity radius (at this point, the agent sees the water only one step before the
dead-end) will optimise the trajectory creation.
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Second, all calculations in the eRTG take place on a plane (x,y) projected coordinate
system, not on a spheroid (φ, λ) geographic coordinate system, imposing distortions
on the accuracy of the long segments between points (typically larger than 200km).
Fitting a linear model onto the residuals as a behaviour extraction mechanism rests
on various assumptions, including exact linearity of all relationships, normality of
residuals or errors from the model, and constant residual variance throughout the
range. The "goodness of fit" indicates how much these assumptions hold, though
further tests such as outlier detection might be necessary to increase the confidence
in the method. Different learning methods should be tested as well, potentially by
applying additional clustering methods to identify behaviours on single trajectories
and then build deep, convolutional or recurrent neural networks to leverage global
datasets of the same or similar species.
The combination of P, Q & contextual probability is also worth a deeper look as
expressing it with the inner product of vectors in Hilbert space might prove suboptimal in cases. In probability theory a simple multiplication of the two values
would suffice to derive the combined probability, given that they are independent.
However, in an eRTG case, the joined probability is inverse-distance weighted (1/Dρ ),
explicitly assuming that the closer the agent is to the destination (D), the more it
is affected by the vector product. The power function adjusts this effect’s decay, (ρ
or "rho", not to be mistaken for the P-Value seen in statistics). The selection of ρ
requires further empirical research, as bibliographically, no conclusive theoretical
justification was found to set its value.
The eRTG only implements part of the conceptual framework proposed in Chapter 3
(cf. Figures 7.2.2 and 3.6). Currently, the eRTG is restricted to a single behavioural
mode, captured by one or more observed trajectories representing this particular
mode. If the behavioural mode changes, for instance, from migration to foraging,
different observed trajectories will have to be fed manually to the eRTG algorithm.
Coupling the ABM approach of the eRTG with a simple DES that generates and selects
different behavioural modes and changes the initial conditions of the simulation
accordingly would allow automating the overall simulation process further.
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Conclusions

„

Users do not care about what is inside the box, as
long as the box does what they need done.
— Jef Raskin
The Humane Interface

8.1 Contributions and Insights
This Following the detailed discussion of the results for each of the four research
objectives of this thesis in Chapter 7, this section provides a condensed summary of
the contributions and the insights generated in this work.

8.1.1 Conceptual simulation framework
Develop an integrated simulation approach that allows to cover all components of
the conceptual framework of Nathan et al. [55], as well as their interactions.

Contributions
The conceptual hybrid simulation framework proposed in this thesis directly reflects
the ecological paradigm proposed by Nathan et al. [55], which is widely seen as the
conceptual foundation of movement ecology. The most important difference between
the various hybrid simulation frameworks found in the literature ( [172, 187–189])
and the proposed one is that the latter accounts for all the basic elements of the
ecological paradigm by Nathan et al., allowing for direct connection between the
digital and the ecological variables. Expressing an animal as an agent (as seen in
Section 3.3), the environmental changes as discrete events in a process (Section
3.4), and the internal state of the mover as a continuously evaluated feedback
loop (Section 3.2) assists with the interpretation of the simulation framework. By
establishing a consolidated, holistic view of the required components and their
interaction, the conceptual simulation framework guided the development of the
RTG and eRTG movement models later on.
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Insights
The conceptual framework, whose implementation potential is not limited to this
thesis, helped me set the broad outlines of functionality and processes that I should
focus on. It narrowed down the gap between stating and solving the problem,
assisting the discussions with researchers in ecology and articulating the movement
strategy. The breakdown of the static part into initial condition identification, possible
movement and probable movement marked the larger blocks within which the ecological paradigm is nested (Figure 7.1) and upon which all the developed simulation
algorithms were based.

8.1.2 Possible movement
Develop a simulation approach that allows to connect two known locations, possibly
separated by a large spatial and temporal distance, by generating ecologically
possible trajectories, which comply with the physical limitations of the mover and
carry the least statistical bias possible.

Contributions
The Random Trajectory Generator (RTG) was introduced, capable of reliably generating large numbers of trajectories between any two given points on the globe.
Collectively, the generated trajectories cover locations that a mover could have possibly reached. The trajectories follow the random walk model and can thus be used
as a null hypothesis for applications in animal ecology, such as bird migration. The
results can be conditioned by two control parameters, the time budget and a constant
(usually the maximum) travel speed. The proposed algorithm combines elements
from the three leading models in movement simulation: the random walk model, the
space-time prism model, and the Brownian bridges movement model. It combines
the advantages of all three models, and thus, as demonstrated experimentally, it
outperforms them. Since the origin and the destination of the movement may be
far apart in space, the generative part of the algorithm was solved on a spherical
surface, accounting for the Earth’s curvature. In practical terms, the usefulness of
this algorithm increases substantially when observations are so scarce that otherwise it would be difficult to make meaningful inferences about movement between
measured locations. In cases of connecting capture-recapture locations that are
geographically distant, or working with coarse relocation data the RTG can give a
starting point for possible space use with minimum assumptions.
Insights
Handling the task of connecting two endpoints that are potentially separated by a
large geographic distance carries its practical challenges. Solutions such as kine-
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matic interpolation [109] can efficiently close small gaps in high frequency recorded
movement but are not so effective in filling in large temporal gaps of varying duration, covering significant geographical distances. The RTG returns consistent,
and explainable results and even though its development was primarily rooted in
ecology, its usage can be extended to other domains. Confirming its extended applicability, the RTG was included in a library of efficient algorithms for computational
movement analysis, targeted at dealing with automotive and human mobility data
(https://movetk.win.tue.nl/). On the other hand, as discussed in Section 7.2.2,
with its assumption of constant speed, the RTG lacked ecological realism and was
thus further extended in the subsequent development step.

8.1.3 Probable movement
Advance from “ecologically possible” to “ecologically realistic” trajectories: Develop
statistical methods to empirically add realistic behaviour in the set of trajectories
that connect two locations.

Contributions
The Empirical Random Trajectory Generator (eRTG) algorithm was developed to
generate ecologically realistic trajectories that connect two given endpoints. The
realism derives from the use of observed trajectories, whose empirical speed and
turning angle distributions are used to condition the generation of trajectory points,
rather than simply a constant speed value as in the RTG. The eRTG algorithm solves
the given task in two steps by first computing a set of candidate movement directions
and then selecting one of them. The selection process is based on two empirically
informed vector field histograms computed from observed input trajectory data: one
accounting for the forward-looking probability P (of next step selection) and one that
expresses the tendency of the move towards the destination (the backward-looking
probability Q).
The vector field approach ensures that the mover will reach the predefined destination, while the empirical histograms enforce the resulting trajectories to be
geometrically similar to the input trajectories. Given that the input trajectories are
real-world, observed data, the simulation delivers realistic trajectories as a result.
Being able to generate realistic trajectories aims to complement the efforts of animal
tracking taking place in ecology and ultimately to contribute to answering core
migratory and landscape connectivity questions.
The essential contribution to the field of ecology goes beyond the practical nature of
the simulation and lies in providing a different perspective on the same data. Instead
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of attempting to answer the question: “What does the data show?”, it encourages
asking questions such as “What might the missing data reveal?”, “Where could the
animal have been when we were not observing it?”, “If we could have tracking devices
on all species populations being studied, what would be the variation of movement
noted (within an individual, species, or population)?”, and more.
Being able to answer such questions would treat the recorded data points like
anchors for exploration instead of boundaries of the analysis, making testing of the
ecological hypotheses more resilient to observation bias.
Insights
One of the most important characteristics of eRTG is that it enables non-deterministic
yet explainable patterns of movement to emerge. Besides of having identical endpoints, every trajectory created shares the statistically same geometric properties
with the input data while preserving the random element as the core of trajectory
generation. This randomness enables the user to gain an insight into the ‘unseen’:
the range of alternative routes which the observed, or any similarly behaved, mover
could have taken if the remainder of the conditions were to be kept unchanged.

8.1.4 Context-awareness
Embed context to further refine the empirically informed and modelled movement.

Contributions
Spatial context was incorporated into the basic eRTG algorithm in two ways: a
binary layer and a ratio-scaled layer of values in the interval [0..1]. Thus, two
different context-aware movement schemes can be implemented. With the binary
layer, areas can be represented that should be avoided, such as defining a mask of
water bodies where creating trajectory points is impossible. With the ratio-scaled
layer, preference values can be defined, such as a vegetation index denoting the
degree of attractiveness of certain areas to be visited by a mover on its path, and
hence trajectory points being placed there. These two types of layers were found to
be sufficient to represent the static spatial context of environmental variables that
are stable (e.g., water bodies, topographic barriers) or changing at a slow pace (e.g.,
vegetation).
Incorporating contextual awareness enables the user to characterise underlying
causes that may constrain or limit mobility options. Having this ability added in the
eRTG opens the door to investigating wildlife migration and predicting space-usage
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patterns across varied habitats with obstacles, attraction and avoidance points, which
is the case in almost all applications of movement ecology.

Insights
The effect and usefulness of the incorporation of spatial context in the eRTG are
eminent. Adding the extrinsic element to an intrinsically realistic path is necessary
for studies that aim to understand how animals move in a landscape [197] even in
cases when the observed data is scarce [229].

8.2 Outlook
This thesis has presented algorithms to generate ecologically realistic trajectories
connecting two distant endpoints, taking into account static spatial context. A variety
of extensions, however, are possible.

First, future work can use the proposed eRTG algorithm in studies addressing core
migratory and landscape connectivity questions, as was, for example, done in [191].
Also, using the eRTG, investigations into the inter- and intra-population variability of
movement paths will allow the researcher to compare related individual and species
movement strategies.

Several points can be improved both regarding the modelling of the capacities of
the moving agents and the spatial environment. Adding agent-to-agent interactions
will allow testing leader–follower patterns, predator–prey strategies. At the same
time, considering the internal state of each individual by altering the movement
behaviour of the agent (e.g., switching between foraging, predator evasion and
migration) will add further dynamicity into the model, as seen in Unterfinger [197]
and Van Toor et al. [191]. Smarter obstacle avoidance capabilities in the form of an
obstacle limitation method [230, 231] for controlling the behaviour, or the firefly
algorithm [228, 232] for allowing the behaviour to emerge (swarm intelligence) will
enhance the applicability of the eRTG in the path-finding domain. The extent and
precise shape of space-use depend on the population’s demographic composition
and can potentially be included and controlled by a systems dynamic approach
(Section 3.1.2). Going a step further, emerging or adaptive behaviour enters the
picture: latent learning behaviours, changes of behaviour and adaptive penalties can
be introduced, and user-defined parameters can be added to enable the controlled
handling of the statistical footprint of the simulated trajectories, ultimately allowing
for more realistic simulations.

8.2 Outlook
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From an engineering perspective, when dealing with very high temporal resolution
over long distances, an efficiency drop was noticed in the algorithm as the percentage
of dead-end instances increase. A possible explanation of this phenomenon would
be the difference in scale between the movement definition (e.g., in seconds and
meters) and the behaviour under study (e.g., in migration: weeks and hundreds
of kilometres). The evaluation of the results needs to be carefully considered and
adapted to the specific characteristics of the data under study (e.g. sample size, or
type of distribution).
Boosting the computational performance of the implementation by scalable distributed processing methods and decentralised network topology algorithms [233–
235] will enable frequent population-wide simulations, accounting for complex
interactions (agent-to-agent and agent-to-environment), dynamic context, and population dynamics. Such simulations will aim to “predict evolutionary, physiological,
and life-history consequences of particular strategies” [136].
Last but not least, it is important to address how the insights of such a modelling
exercise can find their impact in practice and how decision-makers can be enabled to
take an educated decision based on tested results. Some users claim that “a simple
model that can be well communicated and explained is more useful than a complex
model that has narrow applicability, high costs of data, and more uncertainty” [236],
whereas others prefer adding more realism (and with that more complexity) to the
model [237]. Through participatory modelling [238], the description of the models
can be standardised [239, 240] to assist the process of communicating the results
to various stakeholders. Going even a step further would be to align the modelling
process to the management process [54]by exposing the model’s components and
underlying assumptions to the intended user early on to give the user the chance to
use the model in an educated rather than a black-box manner.
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Appendix

A Info
The work presented in this Thesis was conducted using the following R version and
packages.

A.1 R session Info & Packages

A.2 eRTG3D package
The core algorithm of the methodology was coded, extended and released in the
eRTG3D package https://github.com/munterfi/eRTG3D by Merlin Unterfinger.
The eRTG3D package contains functions to:
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• calculate movement parameters of 3-D GPS tracking data, turning angle, lift
angle and step length
• extract distributions from movement parameters;
• P probability - The mover’s behaviour from its perspective
• Q probability - The pull towards the target
• simulate Unconditional Empirical Random Walks (UERW)
• simulate Conditional Empirical Random Walks (CERW)
• simulate conditional gliding and soaring behaviour of birds between two given
points
• statistically test the simulated tracks against the original input
• visualise tracks, simulations and distributions in 3-D and 2-D
• conduct a basic point cloud analysis; extract 3-D Utilisation Distributions (UDs)
from observed or simulated tracking data by means of voxel counting
• project 3-D tracking data into different Coordinate Reference Systems (CRSs)
• export data to sf package objects; ’sf, data.frames’
• manipulate extent of raster layers
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